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Abstract
This paper shows that sign-restricted vector autoregressions (VARs) are vulnerable to misidentification through masquerading shocks. Even if the shock of interest is the only shock
to plausibly uniquely satisfy a given set of sign restrictions, combinations of other structural
disturbances may do so as well, thus distorting inference. I illustrate the practical relevance
of shock masquerading through applications to the classical monetary policy and technology
shock identification literatures. Finally, I show how careful inspection of identification failure
through shock masquerading in controlled model environments can ultimately guide researchers
toward improved identification in the data.

Note: The results in this paper have been subsumed in the substantially revised and expanded
analysis of the new working paper “SVAR (Mis-)Identification and the Real Effects of Monetary
Policy Shocks” (Wolf, 2019).
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Introduction

Structural vector autoregressions (SVARs) are a key part of the applied macroeconomist’s toolkit.
As is well known, the key hurdle in the analysis of SVARs is identification. The data allow the
researcher to consistently estimate the true reduced-form vector autoregressive system, but each
such reduced-form VAR is consistent with a continuum of – in economic terms very different –
associated SVARs. Thus, to go from reduced-form VAR to SVAR, the researcher will need to
bring in some extra outside information. In a rapidly expanding branch of the literature, this extra
outside information takes the form of restrictions on the signs of impulse responses. Following in
particular the influential contribution of Uhlig (2005), researchers commonly impose a set of sign
restrictions that, against a broad range of plausible structural models, only the shock of interest
should satisfy, and then present the set of SVARs consistent with these restrictions. I argue that
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this approach to identification is vulnerable to what I refer to as shock masquerading. The basic
idea is very simple: Even if the shock of interest is the only shock to uniquely satisfy the imposed
sign restrictions, combinations of other structural disturbances are likely to do so as well. This
point, of course, is well-understood in the literature. What is not well-understood, however, is the
extent to which masquerading shocks can in practice distort our inference.
Two of the most prominent applications of the sign restrictions methodology – the identification
of monetary policy shocks and of technology shocks – illustrate the economic significance of misidentification through masquerading shocks. In a highly influential paper, Uhlig (2005) proposes
a set of sign restrictions that monetary policy shocks (and only those shocks) should satisfy, and
then traces out the identified set of impulse responses consistent with these restrictions. His main
finding is that, contrary to the old consensus on monetary policy transmission, monetary neutrality
cannot be rejected; if anything, contractionary monetary policy shocks seem to boost, not lower,
output. To interpret Uhlig’s results, I apply his identification procedure to the VARs generated,
first, by a variant of the canonical three-equation New Keynesian model, and, second, by the
Smets and Wouters (2007) model. In either case, the identified set of impulse responses looks
almost exactly as it does in the data, with the identified contractionary monetary policy shocks
boosting, not depressing, aggregate output. Underlying this finding is a masquerading story: The
right combination of positive demand and supply shocks will, just like a contractionary monetary
policy shock, lower prices and increase the policy rate, yet at the same time boost output. Very
similar conclusions emerge for the identification of technology shocks. Among others, Dedola and
Neri (2007) and Peersman and Straub (2009) use sign restrictions to identify technology shocks
and then trace out their implications for hours worked. The central result of both papers is that
the identified productivity shock is much more likely to drive hours worked up than down, in line
with the predictions of standard real business cycle models (and against many conventional New
Keynesian models). As in the preceding analysis of monetary policy transmission, I interpret these
conclusions through the lens of the Smets-Wouters model. In this model, hours worked drop after
a positive technology shock. Nevertheless, when I apply the identification strategies of Dedola and
Neri (2007) and Peersman and Straub (2009), the identified technology shock seems to mostly push
hours worked up, exactly as in the data. Positive demand shocks and negative cost-push shocks
jointly masquerade as positive technology shocks and so distort inference.
Underlying these results is a subtle interplay between masquerading shocks and the standard
approach to numerical characterization of sign-identified impulse response sets. Taken alone, sign
restrictions only provide the researcher with a set of admissable impulse responses. Significance of
results then means that all admissable impulse responses have the same sign; in that sense, the
existence of a single masquerading shock with the ”wrong” impulse response sign would be sufficient
to undermine inference. This point is forcefully made in Baumeister and Hamilton (2015) and Giacomini and Kitagawa (2016). In actual econometric practice, however, researchers routinely – and
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without explicit acknowledgement – use additional identifying information. They characterize the
identified set of impulse responses by drawing candidate rotation matrices from a uniform measure
on the space of orthogonal matrices, accepting the draw if all sign restrictions are satisfied, and
then plotting percentiles of the induced distribution of impulse responses. It is immediate that this
procedure derives additional identifying power from the use of a probabilistic (here uniform) prior.
The uniform prior on rotation matrices then of course also maps into a distribution over the space
of masquerading shocks, and so will necessarily affect the extent of misidentification. Troublingly,
economically important elements of the identified set may correspond to small areas of the unit
sphere, and so may rarely be visited by the uniform Haar prior, thus affecting inference. Indeed, in
the monetary policy and technology applications, the imposed sign restrictions alone provide hardly
any tightening of identified sets, and so the final conclusions are almost exclusively driven by the
uniform Haar prior. These findings paint a pessimistic picture of sign-identified SVARs. Taken on
their own, the explicitly acknowledged sign restrictions are too weak to allow researchers to draw
any meaningful conclusions. When used in conjunction with the economically obscure uniform Haar
prior, sign restrictions can give borderline significant results, but the associated identified sets are
prone to contamination by masquerading shocks.
How, then, can researchers guard against this mis-identification through masquerading shocks?
A popular response is the joint identification of several structural shocks. I clarify the conditions
under which this simultaneous identification indeed alleviates masquerading issues, yet ultimately
have to conclude that, in practice, the desired improvement in identification is unlikely to obtain.
A second solution relates to relative shock volatilities. Canova and Paustian (2011) argue that,
as long as the shock of interest is sufficiently volatile relative to other shocks in the economy,
identification is likely to be good, in the sense that at least the signs of unrestricted responses
will be identified correctly. I carefully review this claim and show that, even in the idealized
environment of an economy in which the shock of interest is arbitrarily volatile relative to the
competing masquerading shocks, identified sets of impulse responses can remain substantively
distorted. Intuitively, the encouraging results of the Monte Carlo analysis in Canova and Paustian
(2011) derive exclusively from an unacknowledged interaction between limit-taking in variance
ratios and the uniform Haar prior on the space of orthogonal rotation matrices. Yet another
approach – and the one taken in this paper – is to elevate structural models from a diagnostic tool
for identification failure to a source of additional identifying restrictions. Specifically, I propose to
carefully study the nature of identified sets in controlled model environments to see what kind of
extra restrictions seem economically plausible and could allow tight inference. The promise of this
model-guided approach to identification is then illustrated through an application to monetary
policy shocks. In the baseline identification scheme of Uhlig (2005), the masquerading demand and
supply shocks both push output in the same direction, but interest rates in opposite directions.
My masquerading story thus suggests that the mis-identified monetary policy shocks are likely to
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feature implausibly large positive impact multipliers of interest rate movements on output. I thus
experiment with extra restrictions on the size of this multiplier, and find that they are sufficient
to generate a substantial tightening of the identified set around the true impulse response in the
model, and an impulse response consistent with conventional wisdom in the data.
Literature Review. This paper contributes to four main strands of literature. A first strand is
the general theory of SVAR identification and its relation to dynamic stochastic general equilibrium
models (DSGEs). Rubio-Ramı́rez et al. (2010) provides a complete treatment of the mapping from
reduced-form VARs to structural VARs, but is silent on the linkages between structural VARs and
economic models. These linkages are explored through explicit characterization of the VAR-DSGE
mapping, as discussed in Fernández-Villaverde et al. (2007) and Giacomini (2013). For the purposes
of this paper, the central insight is that the structural shocks of each identified SVAR bear a tight
and easy-to-characterize relation to the true structural disturbances of the underlying model. This
relation allows me to talk, in a precise sense, about the notion of masquerading shocks. My proposed
use of structural models to inform identification of empirical VARs is also not without antecedent.
Notably, Del Negro and Schorfheide (2004) use unique model-implied rotation matrices to identify
empirical SVARs. Compared to their rigid model-dictated identification, my model-guided approach
is of course much less structured, but promises to be more robust across models.
The second strand is the burgeoning literature on identification through sign restrictions. The
sign restrictions methodology was introduced by Faust (1998), Canova and De Nicolo (2002) and
Uhlig (2005). The potential threat of masquerading shocks was realized early on in this literature,
but it was commonly believed that, if the shock of interest is volatile enough or if other shocks are
simultaneously identified, shock masquerading should not distort inference much. Some evidence
to the contrary was provided in Castelnuovo (2012), who conducts a Monte Carlo analysis to gauge
the limitations of the benchmark identification in Uhlig (2005). By its very nature, however, this
Monte Carlo study is largely silent on the sources of mis-identification and so on the demand-supply
shock masquerading interpretation emphasized here. Recently, Baumeister and Hamilton (2015)
and Giacomini and Kitagawa (2016) have started to raise concerns about the role of the standard
Haar prior in shaping the confidence sets of sign-identified SVARs. To the best of my knowledge,
this paper is the first to show that, in two empirically important settings, the problems associated
with the use of the uniform Haar prior – or, in fact, any agnostic prior in the spirit of Arias et al.
(2016) – are not merely a theoretical concern, but in fact are central to economic conclusions.
The third strand is the empirical literature on monetary policy shock identification. The early
consensus on monetary policy shock transmission relies on zero restrictions and is summarized in
Christiano et al. (1996) and Bernanke and Mihov (1998). This consensus is challenged in Uhlig
(2005). My proposed masquerading-robust identification scheme may be seen as a natural marriage
of the sign and zero restriction approaches to identification. In particular, I show that impulse
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responses consistent with conventional wisdom arise whenever the impact response of output to the
identified monetary policy shock is constrained to be sufficiently small. This key role of a small
impact output response is, as revealed by the masquerading story, not an accident, but an intuitive
and economically sensible feature of identified sets. My use of weak quantity restrictions – in lieu
of dogmatic zero restrictions – follows the lead of Kilian and Murphy (2014) and Baumeister and
Hamilton (2015). Similar in spirit to my new identification scheme, Arias et al. (2015) try to bring
the conclusions of Uhlig (2005) more in line with conventional wisdom by restricting additional
coefficients in the monetary policy rule. I provide a model-based interpretation of this alternative
identification scheme, and show that it can in fact be model-inconsistent.
The final strand is the empirical literature on technology shock identification, in particular as
regards the effects of technology shocks on labor supply. Early contributions include Galı́ (1999)
and Christiano et al. (2003), which both identify technology shocks through plausible long-run
restrictions, but reach opposite conclusions as a result of differences in data treatment. Dedola and
Neri (2007) is the first paper to analyze the impact of technology shocks on hours worked through
sign restrictions; Peersman and Straub (2009) re-affirm their conclusions in a Euro-Area SVAR.
Significance in both studies, however, is closely tied to the use of the Haar prior – in my controlled
model environments, tight identification can only be achieved through long-run restrictions.
Outline. The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, I link identified and true
structural shocks in a model-generated VAR, introduce the idea of masquerading shocks, and
briefly discuss approaches to the numerical characterization of sign-identified sets. Section 3 and
Section 4 illustrate the dangers of shock masquerading through applications, respectively, to the
monetary policy and to the technology shock identification literatures. Section 5 looks for ways
to solve the masquerading problem, and applies the various possible remedies to the analysis of
monetary policy shocks. Finally Section 6 concludes.
Notation. If A is an n × n matrix, then diag(A) denotes the diagonal of A, and Aij denotes
the element in row i, column j of A. When matrices A1 , A2 , . . ., each of size n × n, are vertically
stacked into a large matrix A+ , and if B is some m × n matrix, then B · A+ consists of the matrices
BA1 , BA2 , . . ., vertically stacked into a large matrix. I indicates the n×n identity matrix, 1 denotes
an n × 1 vector of ones, and 0 denotes an n × 1 vector of zeros. The vector ei ∈ Rn denotes the ith
column of the n-dimensional identity matrix. O(n) denotes the space of n-dimensional orthogonal
rotation matrices, and µ(·) is the (uniform) Haar measure on O(n). Throughout, additional n
subscripting is avoided whenever possible to prevent notation cluttering.
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2

Identification in DSGE-VARs

Standard business-cycle models, solved through first-order perturbation, give linear evolution equations for all model variables. Splitting the model variables into observables and unobservable states
thus generates a linear state-space model. Section 2.1 discusses the mapping from linear state-space
model to VAR representation, briefly reviews the general SVAR identification problem, and then
connects the ”structural” shocks of the identified SVAR to the true underlying economic shocks
of the system. Section 2.2 uses this linkage to talk in a precise sense about masquerading shocks.
Finally, Section 2.3 contains some brief remarks on numerical characterization of identified sets,
with particular attention paid to the role of the uniform Haar prior in standard empirical practice.

2.1

State-Space Models, VARs, and Identified Sets

Consider the following linear Gaussian state-space system:
st

= Ast−1 + Bwt

(1)

yt

= Cst−1 + Dwt

(2)

where st is a k-dimensional vector of state variables, yt is an n × 1 vector of observables and wt is an
m × 1 vector of structural shocks. The disturbances wt are Gaussian white noise, with E[wt ] = 0,
0
E[wt wt0 ] = I and E[wt wt−j
] = 0 for j 6= 0.1 We are interested in the propagation of the structural

disturbances through the system.
Under weak conditions, the state-space system (1) - (2) implies a VAR representation for the
observables yt . As most material in this section is relatively standard, I only state the main results
here, and refer the interested reader to Appendix A.1. The reduced-form VAR representation is
yt =

∞
X

Bj yt−j + ut

(3)

j=1

where the coefficient matrices Bj , j = 1, 2, . . . are complicated functions of the fundamental model
matrices (A, B, C, D), and the ut are the (Gaussian) forecast errors on observables yt given information up to time t − 1, with disturbance variance E(ut u0t ) ≡ Σu . Stacking regressors into the
vector xt and coefficient matrices into the matrix B+ , we can compactify notation and write
yt = B+ xt + ut

(4)

Structural VAR analysis now posits that the true structural shocks wt can be obtained as a lin1 The important assumption throughout will be that the structural disturbances come from a distribution uniquely
parameterized by its mean and variance. The assumption of an identity covariance matrix is without loss of generality.
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ear combination of contemporaneous reduced-form disturbances ut . With t denoting the SVARidentified ”structural” shocks, a structural VAR representation of the same system is thus
A0 y t =

∞
X

Aj yt−j + t

(5)

j=1
0

−1
where A−1
= Σu , t ≡ A0 ut is Gaussian white noise with E[t ] = 0, E[t 0t ] = I and E[t t−j ] =
0 A0

0 for j 6= 0, and Aj ≡ A0 Bj . In more compact notation we have
A0 y t = A+ x t +  t

(6)

The structural form of a VAR is uniquely characterized by the parameter vector (A0 , A+ ). A
particularly important function of the SVAR parameters are impulse response functions (IRFs).
For a given structural VAR (A0 , A+ ), the IRF of the i-th variable to the j-th structural shock at
horizon h corresponds to the element in row i and column j of the matrix
IRh (A0 , A+ ) =

h
X

A−1
0 Al IRh−l (A0 , A+ ) for h ≥ 1

l=1

with initial condition
IR0 (A0 , A+ ) = A−1
0
I denote specific elements of these matrices by IRi,j,h , and entire rows or columns by IRi,·,h and
IR·,j,h , respectively. Impulse responses to different economic shocks are usually the central object
of interest in SVAR analysis.
SVAR Identification. Following Rothenberg (1971), I say that two structural-form VAR models
(A0 , A+ ) and (Ã0 , Ã+ ) are observationally equivalent if and only if they imply the same distribution
for the vector of observables yt , for any arbitrary time horizon. In the Gaussian linear environment
studied here, this means that two structural VARs are observationally equivalent if and only if
they imply the same reduced-form VAR representation (B+ , Σu ). We can thus associate, with
any reduced-form VAR (B+ , Σu ), a continuum of observationally equivalent SVARs: If the SVAR
(A0 , A+ ) is consistent with the given reduced-form VAR (B+ , Σu ), then the alternative SVAR
(Ã0 , Ã+ ), characterized via Ã0 = P A0 and Ã+ = P A+ (where P ∈ O(n) is an n-dimensional
orthogonal rotation matrix), is also consistent with (B+ , Σu ). Taken alone, the data can thus only
identify SVARs up to orthogonal rotations.
Outside information must be used to further sharpen identification. Rubio-Ramı́rez et al. (2010)
discuss a general way of framing the most commonly used examples of outside identifying information as simple linear restrictions on transformations of the structural parameter space. For the
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purposes of the presentation here, it suffices to note that, in actual empirical practice, the most
popular restrictions are zero or sign restrictions on the impulse responses of various endogenous
variables to the shock(s) of interest. Details are relegated to Appendix A.2.
The set of SVARs (A0 , A+ ) consistent with both covariance restrictions and extra outside
information will be referred to as the identified set of SVARs. Associated with each SVAR (A0 , A+ )
in this set are structural impulse responses; taken together, these impulse responses form the
identified set of impulse responses. A more formal treatment of identified sets is not essential to
the main points of Section 3 and Section 4, and so is relegated to Appendix A.2.
Interpreting Identified Sets. As in empirical VAR analysis, a given reduced-form VAR coming out of some underlying structural model generates, when coupled with a given (perhaps modelinconsistent) identification scheme, an identified set of SVARs. Compared to empirical work, however, the explicit focus on an underlying structural model allows us to go one step further in the
display and interpretation of these SVAR results: We can explicitly link the ”structural” shocks
identified through SVAR analysis to the true underlying structural disturbances of the model. That
is, we can write the t associated with a given SVAR in the identified set of SVARs as a function
of the true shocks wt of the original state-space model. It is this link that will later on allow me to
talk about the threat of masquerading shocks in a mathematically precise manner.
The nature of the link depends on the invertibility (or lack thereof) of the underlying structural
model (1) - (2). A linear state-space system is said to be invertible if and only if, given knowledge of
the system matrices (A, B, C, D), the infinite past of observables {yt−l }∞
l=0 is sufficient to perfectly
identify the hidden states st . If this is so, then the link between SVAR shocks and true disturbances
is very simple:
t = A0 Dwt

(7)

That is, the structural disturbance vectors associated with any (A0 , A+ ) in the identified set of
SVARs are only functions of the current true structural shocks. For ease of exposition, I throughout
this paper strengthen invertibility to also mean that D is invertible. Thus, if A0 = D−1 , then
identified structural disturbances t and true structural disturbances wt are identical. For purposes
of interpretation, it is also useful to note that we can write any admissable A0 as A0 = P D−1 , for
some matrix P ∈ O(n). Equation (7) then becomes
t = P wt

(8)

In short, the identified structural shocks are linear combinations of the true underlying structural
shocks, with the weights given by the entries of the rotation matrix P .
The link between model errors and VAR errors in the case of non-invertible VAR representations
follows a very similar structure. Intuitively, since the observables are not sufficient to uniquely
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identify the states of the system, structural shocks farther into the past also contribute to VAR
forecast errors ut , and so by construction show up in the identified structural shocks t . We have
t = P (L)wt =

∞
X

Pl wt−l

(9)

l=0

where the entries of the matrix polynomial P (L) are complicated functions of the fundamental
model matrices (A, B, C, D). In a natural generalization of Equation (8), we now have that the
k, mth entry of Pl is the weight of kth identified SVAR shock on the lth lag of the mth true
underlying structural disturbance.2 Using Equation (8) or Equation (9), we can associate with
every SVAR (A0 , A+ ) in the identified set of SVARs a sequence of corresponding shock weights.
In Section 3 and Section 4, I will consider both invertible and non-invertible models. Invertible
models already allow me to talk about shock masquerading, and every empirical SVAR analysis
implicitly assumes invertibility, so models of this sort are a natural starting point. Arguably,
however, non-invertible models are more realistic, so they will form an important robustness check.
For the purposes of these applications, it will prove useful to briefly note one more property of the
linkages between identified and true structural shocks. Let pkml denote the weight of identified
shock k (the kth entry of t ) on the lth lag of the mth true underlying structural disturbance (the
mth entry of wt−l ). Then, it can be shown that the sum of squared weights over all n identified
Pn
structural shocks, k=1 p2kml , is actually independent of the chosen SVAR identification scheme and
furthermore constrained to lie in [0, 1]. The value of this sum has a neat intuitive interpretation as
the incremental fraction of uncertainty about structural shock m removed by additionally observing
Pn
the l-period-ahead value of the observables yt . Accordingly, in invertible systems, k=1 p2km0 = 1
Pn
and k=1 p2kml = 0 for l = 1, 2, . . .. In non-invertible systems, in contrast, future values gradually
allow us to collect more and more information about the hidden structural shocks. Different SVAR
identification schemes can assign different weights to the different identified shocks, but in so doing
are constrained by the total amount of information about shock m revealed at horizon l. For
our purposes, the key upshot is that, even in realistic non-invertible model environments, most
information is usually revealed on impact, so we can – for every SVAR in the identified set of
SVARs – fruitfully focus on the weights in the 0th entry of the associated matrix polynomial P (L).
A more detailed discussion is relegated to Appendix A.3.

2.2

Masquerading Shocks

Section 2.1 has laid the groundwork for a precise analysis of the masquerading phenomenon. In
the context of an explicit underlying structural model, perfect identification means that the outside
2 Since  and w are both orthonormal white noise, we see immediately, following Lippi and Reichlin (1994), that
t
t
P (L) is a Blaschke matrix – that is, the matrix-polynomial generalization of an orthogonal matrix.
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identifying information allows us to restrict attention to a single SVAR (A0 , A+ ), and that this
SVAR equalizes identified and true structural shocks; that is, t = wt . Shock masquerading is then
said to occur if some members of the identified set of SVARs induce identified shock vectors t
distinct from the true disturbances wt .
Following this definition, shock masquerading is, whenever a SVAR is only set-identified, necessarily generic. This result, however, is neither surprising, nor very interesting. If all elements
of the identified set agree on a given economic question of interest – usually the sign of the response of some variable to some shock at some horizon –, then the identified set is still sufficiently
informative. A more interesting concept, then, are distortionary masquerading shocks – that is,
elements of the identified set that induce impulse responses of the variable of interest to the shock
of interest with the wrong sign. Mapping the associated SVARs (A0 , A+ ) into sequences of weights
as summarized by the matrix polynomial P (L), we can then gain an intuitive understanding of the
nature of identification failure and so, ultimately, of potential remedies.

2.3

The Numerical Characterization of Sign-Identified Sets

It now remains to numerically characterize the identified sets of impulse responses. For the sake
of concreteness, this section will focus on identified sets of impulse responses corresponding to the
response of a single variable i to a single identified shock j at a single horizon h. The central
question of interest is whether this impulse response is significantly different from 0, according to
some statistical criterion. Taken alone, sign restrictions do not offer any information above and
beyond the bounds of this identified set – impulse responses are statistically significant if and only
if the bounds of the identified set do not straddle 0.
The early literature on sign restrictions, epitomized by Uhlig (2005), did not, however, focus on
bounds, but instead proceeded as follows. Fix a reduced-form VAR (B+ , Σu ), and let Σcu denote the
unique lower-triangular Choleski factorization of Σu with non-negative diagonal elements. In the
pure sign restrictions case, researchers would then draw rotation matrices P uniformly from O(n)
according to the Haar measure, reject or accept depending on whether the draw is consistent with
the proposed identification scheme R, and repeat until a large number N of accepted draws is obtained.3 This procedure generates a numerical approximation to the distribution over the identified
set of impulse responses induced by the uniform source measure over O(n). Statistical significance
is then gauged in the usual way through a focus on the percentiles of the induced distribution over
the identified set. It is, however, clear that this procedure uses additional probabilistic identifying
information. In principle, identifying information of this sort is of course perfectly acceptable; in
3 In standard empirical practice, of course, researchers face both parameter uncertainty and identification uncertainty. The standard approach is to draw reduced-form parameters from the reduced-form prior, find the first
rotation matrix consistent with the identification scheme R, repeat the entire procedure many times, and report
distribution percentiles. This procedure mixes parameter and identification uncertainty. As parameter uncertainty
vanishes with T → ∞, the proposed approach reduces to my analysis here.
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practice, however, it is not clear what interpretation to assign to a uniform measure over the space
of orthogonal rotation matrices. Indeed, Giacomini and Kitagawa (2016) argue that researchers are
not likely to have any useful prior information about elements of O(n) (above and beyond the explicitly imposed sign restrictions), and so instead propose a form of robust Bayesian analysis, which
ultimately amounts to a focus on bounds of the identified set instead of percentiles corresponding
to some induced distribution. A similar point is also made in Baumeister and Hamilton (2015).
The upshot is simple: If researchers want to restrict the use of prior information to the explicitly
imposed sign restrictions, then a focus on bounds is the only theoretically defensible approach. To
the best of my knowledge, this paper is the first to show that the theoretical concerns of Baumeister
and Hamilton (2015) and Giacomini and Kitagawa (2016) actually translate, in empirically relevant environments, to substantial distortions in the interpretation of identified sets. Section 3 and
Section 4 will provide the empirical illustrations, and Section 5 will discuss these distortions at a
higher level of generality.

3

Application I: Monetary Policy Shocks

This section uses conventional business-cycle models to gauge the quantitative importance of shock
masquerading for the identification of monetary policy shocks through sign restrictions. Section 3.1
presents the proposed structural models and briefly discusses their main properties. Section 3.2
uses these structural models to provide a model-based interpretation of the results in Uhlig (2005).

3.1

The Data-Generating Process

As my data-generating processes I consider two standard business-cycle models: the three-equation
New Keynesian model and the Smets and Wouters (2007) model. The three-equation model will
transparently illustrate the main economic points underlying my analysis, and the Smets-Wouters
model will show that these insights go through in a larger, quantitatively more realistic framework.
The Three-Equation New Keynesian Model. Galı́ (2008) contains a detailed presentation
and derivation of the canonical three-equation New Keynesian model. I consider the following
variant of this benchmark model:
1
(rt − Et (πt+1 ) − r∗ ) + ωtd
σ
πt = βEt (πt+1 ) + κyt + ωts
yt = Et (yt+1 ) −

∗

rt = (1 − φr )[r + φπ πt + φy yt ] + φr rt−1 +
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(IS)
(NKPC)
ωtm

(MP)

where
d
ωtd = ρd ωt−1
+ σd wtd ,

s
ωts = ρs ωt−1
+ σs wts ,

m
ωtm = ρm ωt−1
+ σm wtm

and (wtd , wts , wtm )0 ∼ N (0, I). y is real output, r is the nominal interest rate (the federal funds rate),
r∗ is the real natural rate of interest and π is inflation. The model has three structural disturbances:
a demand shock wd , a cost-push (negative supply) shock ws and a monetary policy shock wm . The
first equation is a standard IS-relation (demand block), the second equation is the New Keynesian
Phillips curve (supply block), and the third equation is the monetary policy rule (policy block).
Throughout the variables will be ordered y, π, r and the shocks are ordered wd , ws , wm . For a given
parameter vector, this linear rational expectations model can be solved using standard methods.
Details on the exact parameterization are relegated to Appendix C; for the purposes of this section,
it suffices to say that all parameters are set at conventional values (for a quarterly calibration),
and that the shape of the identified set only materially depends on variations in the relative shock
volatilities (σd , σs , σm ), in line with the discussion in Section 5. In the baseline parameterization
the demand and supply shocks are, respectively, around five and three times as volatile as the
monetary policy shock.
I assume that y, π and r are observable. The implied state-space system is thus invertible,
and so through the correct choice of identification scheme the true monetary policy shock and
so the true impulse responses could be identified. These true impulse responses are displayed in
Appendix C; all responses have the expected sign, reversion to steady state is fast, and given the
lack of inertial forces in the model the return to baseline is monotone.
The Smets and Wouters (2007) Model. The Smets-Wouters model, presented in Smets and
Wouters (2007), is perhaps the most well-known example of an empirically successful medium-scale
DSGE model. For details on the structure of the model, I refer the interested reader to the original
paper. For the purposes of the analysis here, it suffices to pay particular attention to the shock
structure of the model. The model contains seven structural disturbances: a productivity shock, a
financial frictions/net worth shock, a government spending shock, an investment shock, a monetary
policy shock, a price mark-up shock, and a wage mark-up shock. Throughout I will refer to shocks
in this order. Overall we may classify the shocks into demand shocks (financial frictions, spending,
investment), supply shocks (productivity, price mark-up and wage mark-up), and the monetary
policy shock. The volatility ratios of these different groups of disturbances are identical to the
corresponding ratios in the three-equation model. Again, for a given parameter vector, the model
can be solved using standard first-order perturbation techniques. I choose to solve the model at
the posterior mode estimates reported in Smets and Wouters (2007).4 I consider two derived VAR
4 To additionally incorporate parameter uncertainty, it would be straightforward to draw from the Smets-Wouters
posterior, and then numerically characterize an identified set reflecting both model and parameter uncertainty. The
focus of this paper, however, lies in the pure identification challenges that a given scheme of restrictions faces against
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representations. For the first representation, I assume, following Smets and Wouters (2007), that
output, consumption, the policy rate, investment, employment, inflation and wages are observable.
The implied state-space system is invertible, and so through the right identification scheme we
can identify the true model-implied impulse responses. This first representation by construction
abstracts from invertibility problems, so we can transparently focus on the threats to identification
stemming from inadequacies in the identifying restrictions – that is, shock masquerading. For the
second representation, I assume that only output, the policy rate and inflation are observable, thus
giving the canonical three-variable SVAR for monetary policy analysis. The analysis of this VAR
representation conflates invertibility and pure identification challenges, but is presumably closer to
existing empirical practice. Fortunately, the sum of total squared weights on the contemporaneous
true monetary policy shock in this model is 0.8701 (so the maximal attainable individual weight is
√
0.8701 = 0.9328), and rotation matrices that assign this full available weight to the identified shock
give impulse responses that are quite close to the true impulses. The infinite past of observables is
already quite informative about the monetary policy shock, and so non-invertibility is only a minor
threat to identification. The true impulse responses to a monetary policy shock, as well as the
impulse responses generated through rotations that assign the full available weight to the identified
shock, are displayed in Appendix C.

3.2

Identified Sets in Uhlig (2005)

Uhlig (2005) popularized the identification of monetary policy shocks through sign restrictions on
impulse responses. The surprising conclusion of his original analysis is that, under the proposed
identification scheme, ”neutrality of monetary policy shocks is not inconsistent with the data”.
Specifically, he finds that the median posterior response of output to a contractionary monetary
policy shock is positive. The Haar-induced probability bands furthermore indicate that this response
for the most part is not statistically significant, thus leading to Uhlig’s conclusion. The purpose of
this section is to re-interpret his findings through the lens of conventional macroeconomic models
in which monetary policy has the usual real effects. In the spirit of Uhlig’s original contribution, I
for the analysis of this section define a contractionary monetary impulse vector as follows:
Definition 1. Fix an n-dimensional VAR (B+ , Σu ). The vector a ∈ Rn is called an impulse vector
0

−1
if and only if there exists some matrix A−1
so that A−1
= Σu and so that a is a column of
0
0 A0

A−1
0 . A contractionary monetary policy impulse vector is an impulse vector a so that the impulse
responses to a satisfy the following restrictions:
1. At horizons h = 0, . . . , H, the impulse response of prices is non-positive.
2. At horizons h = 0, . . . , H, the impulse response of the federal funds rate is non-negative.
a given model, so I restrict attention to the mode estimates.
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Uhlig (2005) additionally requires non-borrowed reserves to decline following a contractionary
monetary policy shock. Naturally I cannot impose this restriction in either the three-equation
model or the Smets-Wouters model. However, this extra restriction is at any rate designed chiefly
to disentangle money demand from monetary policy shocks, and by assumption neither model
features such money demand shocks. Furthermore, the main conclusions of Uhlig’s analysis can be
replicated almost perfectly through a three-variable SVAR (output, prices, interest rate) estimated
on U.S. data and identified through the simpler restrictions proposed above. The proposed variant
of Uhlig’s identification scheme is thus a natural benchmark for my analysis.
Throughout I consider H = 4, in line with Uhlig (2005).5 The central feature of the proposed
sign identification scheme is that, in both underlying structural models, only monetary policy
shocks satisfy all restrictions. This implies immediately that, at least for the invertible systems,
the true monetary policy shock will lie in the identified set, and the pure demand and supply
shocks will not. This, however, does not rule out that demand and supply may jointly masquerade
as monetary policy shocks.
The Three-Equation New Keynesian Model. Figure 1 displays the identified set of impulse
responses to the identified monetary policy shock. The discussion in Section 2.3 calls for a focus on
bounds; to ease comparison with Uhlig (2005) I also include induced percentiles.6
Identified Set of Impulse Responses, 3-Equation Model

Figure 1: Responses of output, inflation and policy rate to a one standard deviation shock to the monetary
policy rule, identified through sign restrictions, as in Definition 1. The median response is thick black, and
16th and 84th percentiles are dashed. Percentage deviations from steady state, quarterly frequency. I plot
2,000 elements of the identified set, characterized through the algorithms in Rubio-Ramı́rez et al. (2010).
The displayed bounds are either very close to or even visually indistinguishable from those attained through
explicit optimization.
5 Results

for alternative restriction horizons are very similar.
particular, including percentiles allows us to see that median and standard deviation bands are in rough agreement between model and data. I exploit these moments for a formal model-data consistency test in Appendix A.5.
6 In
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The identified set of impulse responses bears a striking (qualitative) resemblance to the identified
sets in Uhlig (2005). The inflation and interest rate responses are of course restricted to have the
correct sign over the first year, but the unrestricted output response reveals that identification is
very poor. The true monetary policy shock is by construction in the identified set, but in fact
most of the mass of the identified set (according to the induced distribution over the identified
set) is concentrated around positive output responses. The median output response is substantially
positive, and even the 16th percentile band is above the true impulse response. The theoretically
purer focus on bounds suggests that the restrictions of Uhlig (2005) are simply not very informative,
in the sense that they do not provide much tightening of the identified set of impulse responses
vis-à-vis completely unrestricted VARs. For example, the impact response of output to identified
shocks in the unrestricted VAR is bounded in [−2.744, 2.744]. Figure 1 shows that the restrictions
of Uhlig (2005) provide some, but certainly no substantial, tightening of this identified set.
The analysis of Section 2 can now help us understand the sources of this mis-identification.
Following Section 2.1, Figure 2 shows the shock weights associated with members of the identified
set, ordered by the induced impact response of output.7
Identified Set of Shock Weights, 3-Equation Model

Figure 2: Identified set of disturbance vectors (shock weights) for the three-equation model, identified in
accordance with Definition 1. Smoothed weights are for the same 2,000 draws as the impulse response set.
The x-axis shows the output response at horizon 0. The true impact response is −0.6076.
7 The actual series of shock weights is somewhat erratic. Furthermore, under uniform draws from O(n), exactly
hitting the true shock vector [0, 0, 1] is a zero-probability event. Accordingly, I smooth the series of shock weights
under the constraint that [0, 0, 1] is an element of the smoothed series. This procedure provides an approximation
to the smooth population object. Appendix E has the details and shows a plot of untreated shock weights.
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The graph neatly illustrates the masquerading threat. Since the state-space model is invertible,
elements of the identified set of disturbance vectors can be summarized by three numbers – the
weight on the monetary policy shock, the weight on the demand shock, and the weight on the
supply shock. Now recall that the true impact response of output to a contractionary monetary
policy shock is −0.6076. The graph then unsurprisingly shows that, at around this value, the weight
on the monetary policy shock is 1, and the weight on demand and supply shocks is 0. In short, the
true shock lies in the identified set. Now consider the substantially positive output responses. These
correspond to small weights on the monetary policy shock as well as large positive weights on the
demand and supply shocks (so negative weights on the cost-push shock). The demand shock pushes
prices up, interest rates up, and output up; the supply shock pushes prices down, interest rates down
and output up. The displayed members of the identified set move prices down and interest rates
up, but of course at the same time substantially boost output. This is the basic masquerading story.
The Smets and Wouters (2007) Model. To gauge the robustness of these observations I now
consider the Smets-Wouters model. To economize on the use of graphs, I only present results for
the non-invertible model; the results are very similar across the two models, but the non-invertible
model has the added benefit of illustrating the perils (or, in this case, the lack thereof) of noninvertibility. Figure 3 starts by plotting the identified set of impulse responses.
Identified Set of Impulse Responses, SW Model

Figure 3: See caption for Figure 1.

The basic shape of the identified sets is as above: Inflation and the policy rate behave as
restricted, the median output response is positive, and there is substantial uncertainty surrounding
the level of the output response overall. All these findings again echo the results reported in Uhlig
(2005). In fact, given the quantitative realism of the Smets-Wouters model, I can develop formal
moment-based tests of the agreement between identified sets in model and data. Appendix A.5
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develops such tests, and indeed concludes that there is formal agreement between model-generated
and data-implied identified sets.
The explanation for the discrepancy of true impulse responses and identified sets is, just as in
the three-equation model, a masquerading story. In theory, displaying these results is somewhat
harder, since the identified set of identified shock vectors now contains infinite series of weights.
Accordingly, Figure 4 starts by showing the decay in weights for shocks 500, 1, 000 and 1, 500 of
the identified set, as ordered by the impact response of output.
Speed of Weight Decay, Non-Invertible SW-VAR

Figure 4: Summed absolute values of demand, supply and monetary policy shock weights for three example
identified shock vectors, plotted against the lag horizon of the true disturbances.

Weights decay fast, in particular for the monetary policy shock. Intuitively, most of the information is already revealed by the infinite past of observables; beyond this, only a couple of future
observations are informative about the hidden states. The upshot of the fast decay is that we can
fruitfully focus on horizon-0 weights, as displayed in Figure 5. This plot of impact shock weights
sends the same basic message as its analogue for the invertible model. The sole substantive difference is that the maximal weight on the monetary policy shock is now only 0.9328, rather than 1,
and that the corresponding weights on demand and supply shocks are non-zero. Ultimately, the
key take-away is that the basic masquerading interpretation from the three-equation model extends
to the quantitatively more realistic environment of the Smets-Wouters model.
Conclusions. The sign restrictions proposed in Uhlig (2005) are certainly reasonable – the true
shock satisfies the imposed restrictions, and so as long as the underlying state-space system is
invertible the true shock will lie in the identified set – but the mere fact that no other shocks
individually satisfy the imposed restrictions is not enough to guarantee good identification. In particular, as we have seen across a range of plausible structural models, the restrictions are vulnerable
to masquerading demand and supply shocks. We must thus conclude that the identification scheme
of Uhlig (2005) is too weak to reliably discriminate standard models of monetary transmission from
17

Identified Set of Shock Weights, Non-Invertible SW-VAR

Figure 5: See caption for Figure 2. For the demand and supply shocks I sum all relevant weights, adjusting
for the fact that the cost-push and wage-push shocks are negative supply shocks. The true impact response
of output is −0.2187.

those featuring monetary neutrality. A very similar problem arises in the empirical analysis of
technology shocks and their effects on hours worked.

4

Application II: Technology Shocks and Hours Worked

The early literature on the identification of technology shocks and the associated labor supply
response was largely inconclusive. Galı́ (1999) and Christiano et al. (2003) identify technology
shocks as the only source of a unit root in labor productivity. Results, however, were sensitive
to the details of data treatment. More recently, researchers have tried to sharpen identification
through the use of sign restrictions. The two central contributions to this literature are Dedola and
Neri (2007) and Peersman and Straub (2009). This section shows that masquerading shocks also
pose a threat to the validity of identification in these papers, with Section 4.1 focussing on Dedola
and Neri (2007) and Section 4.2 focussing on Peersman and Straub (2009).

4.1

Identified Sets in Dedola and Neri (2007)

Dedola and Neri (2007) estimate a quarterly 8-variable SVAR in labor productivity, the real wage,
investment, output, consumption, inflation, the interest rate and hours worked. For their baseline
analysis they define an expansionary technology shock as follows:
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Definition 2. Fix an n-dimensional VAR (B+ , Σu ). An expansionary productivity shock impulse
vector is an impulse vector a so that the impulse responses to a satisfy the following restrictions:
1. At horizons h = 0, . . . , 19, the impulse response of labor productivity is positive.
2. At horizons h = 2, . . . , 19, the impulse response of real wages is positive.
3. At horizons h = 0, . . . , 9, the impulse response of investment is positive.
4. At horizons h = 0, . . . , 9, the impulse response of output is positive.
5. At horizons h = 0, . . . , 4, the impulse response of consumption is positive.
Expansionary technology shocks satisfy the imposed restrictions across a wide range of models,
including Smets and Wouters (2007). The explicit restriction on labor productivity as well as the
long horizons of the other response restrictions are supposed delineate expansionary productivity
shocks from many other possible structural shocks, as discussed in detail in Dedola and Neri (2007).
The authors’ central finding is that, after a positive identified technology shock, hours worked
increase in a hump-shaped pattern. This increase is borderline significant under the uniform Haar
prior, in the sense that 20th percentile bands of the induced distribution on the identified set for
hours worked turn just about positive one year after impact.
I propose to interpret the findings of Dedola and Neri (2007) through the lens of the SmetsWouters model. In the mode parameterization of Smets and Wouters (2007), hours worked decline
after a positive technology shock, directly against the conclusions of Dedola and Neri (2007). The
ability of the identification scheme in Definition 2 to successfully recover the true impulse responses
to a technology shock is thus an important litmus test for the approach of Dedola and Neri
(2007). Implementation of this analysis faces two important practical challenges. First, Dedola
and Neri (2007) estimate an eight-variable VAR, yet the Smets-Wouters model only features seven
disturbances. To avoid stochastic singularity I thus need to either drop at least one variable in the
VAR or add at least one further shock to the Smets-Wouters model. I consider both approaches.
The choice of which variables to drop is taken to maximize the bite of the identification scheme; as
it is not clear ex-ante which restrictions provide the most tightening, I one-by-one drop each of the
variables (except for the clearly indispensable labor productivity). Alternatively, following Smets
and Wouters (2002), options for further shocks are a labor supply shock, a time preference shock,
or a shock to the central bank inflation target (or of course measurement error). For the problem
at hand (and in view of the identification scheme in Peersman and Straub (2009)) the natural
choice is the labor supply shock; however, results are materially unaffected with either of the other
shocks. I set the persistence and volatility of the labor supply shock to match the scale of the
impulse responses reported in Smets and Wouters (2002). Second, note that the VAR of Dedola
and Neri (2007) contains labor productivity, hours worked and output. Since these variables are
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mechanically related in Smets and Wouters (2007), I cannot do the same; instead, I consider VARs
with total factor productivity substituted for labor productivity.8
Baseline Results. For my baseline results, I consider an eight-variable VAR generated from the
Smets-Wouters model augmented to include labor supply shocks. In this model, the technology
shock is the only shock to strictly satisfy all restrictions of Definition 2, as detailed in Appendix C.
However, most demand and supply shocks have similar implications for wages, investment, output
and consumption as technology shocks, so judiciously chosen combinations of these different shocks
will easily satisfy all imposed requirements except for the technology sign restriction. But then
small positive weights on the technology shock will of course suffice to ensure the positive required
response of technology, leaving the responses of the other variables – in particular hours worked –
to be dominated by the masquerading set of demand and supply shocks. It remains to see whether
this potential for masquerading shocks indeed translates into a serious threat to inference. The
identified set of impulse responses, as displayed in Figure 6, suggests that it does.
Identified Set of Impulse Responses, Augmented SW-VAR

Figure 6: See caption for Figure 1, except that I now use 5,000 draws to characterize the identified set.
Identification is as in Definition 2.

8 VARs without output and then again labor productivity in lieu of technology of course remain analyzable. These
VARs show almost perfect agreement with the results presented in the sequel. Also note that the restrictions on
total factor productivity are in fact tighter than those on labor productivity (since labor productivity also depends
on capital use), so if anything this slightly adjusted set of restrictions should improve identification.
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The responses of all variables look similar to the results in Dedola and Neri (2007). Most notable
is the response of total hours worked. The impact median response is close to 0, and then hours
worked gradually rise in a hump-shaped fashion, reaching a peak after around 1.5 - 2 years. After
1.5 years the fraction of hours worked responses strictly above 0 is 0.82, in very close agreement
with the fractions found in Dedola and Neri (2007). Two conclusions emerge. First, the identifying
restrictions are so weak that, unless the analyst is willing to put faith into the Haar prior, no
significant results of any kind are obtained. Second, the Haar-induced tendencies of the identified
sets – the concentration of mass in the labor response around positive responses – markedly contrast
with the true effects of a technology shock in the Smets-Wouters model, as displayed in Appendix C.
The source of this mis-identification is cleanly revealed through plots of shock weights. Figure 7
presents these weights.
Identified Set of Shock Weights, Augmented SW-VAR

Figure 7: Identified set of disturbance vectors (shock weights) for the augmented Smets-Wouters model,
identified in accordance with Definition 1. Smoothed weights are for the same 5,000 draws as the impulse
response set. The x-axis shows the labor supply response at horizon 0. The true impact response is −0.3006.
Demand shocks are the net worth shock, the government spending shock, the investment shock and the
monetary policy shock. Supply shocks are the (negative) price mark-up shock, the (negative) wage mark-up
shock, and the labor supply shock.

The weights confirm that the masquerading of shocks poses a serious threat to inference. Large
positive labor supply responses on average correspond to high weights on demand shocks and (to
a lesser extent) supply shocks. The residual weight on technology shocks is small, and essentially
is only there to ensure the positive response of total factor productivity to the identified shock.
Under the Haar measure, most mass of the identified set actually corresponds to these distortionary
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masquerading shocks, rationalizing the findings of Dedola and Neri (2007). Taken alone, the sign
restrictions of Definition 2 do not provide any significant tightening of the identified set.
Robustness and Extensions. The conclusions of my baseline analysis survive several important
robustness checks. First, I consider smaller seven-variable VARs based on the original Smets and
Wouters (2007) model, with various different variables (and so restrictions) dropped from the analysis. Identified sets, and in particular the response of hours worked, are hardly affected. Second,
I include labor productivity in lieu of total factor productivity, and then as before drop output.
Again, identified sets barely change. And third, I pay particular attention to the disentangling
of the total factor productivity and investment technology shocks. As it turns out, the impulse
response of consumption to investment technology shocks in the benchmark parameterization of
the Smets-Wouters model is a particular threat to identification. This response is negative on impact, but soon turns positive, thus making masquerading issues quite likely. In most of the model
calibrations considered in Dedola and Neri (2007), this response is negative throughout. Thus,
for a fairer comparison, I lower the degree of habit formation in the model, thus strengthening
the crowding-out effect, giving the desired negative response, and in theory easing identification.
Nevertheless, even under this alternative calibration, results are materially unaffected. Finally, I
experiment with some of the various additional identifying restrictions proposed in Dedola and Neri
(2007). Restrictions on the interest rate (which are supposed to caution against mis-identification
of monetary policy shocks) or requirements of particularly high consumption responses (to rule
out mis-identification of investment efficiency shocks) leave the identified sets largely unaffected;
if anything, the response of hours worked becomes even more positive. I also experimented with
additional joint restrictions on the interest rate and inflation, but again to no avail. The only
restriction that reliably worked in disentangling the various structural disturbances was the imposition of a lower bound on the contribution of the identified shock to the long-run movements in
technology. In my variant of Smets and Wouters (2007), movements in total factor productivity (labor productivity) are fully (mostly) driven by technology shocks, so it is unsurprising that this final
identification scheme mitigates masquerading concerns. This insight, however, is exactly what lies
at the heart of the earlier literature on technology shock identification – a literature that Dedola
and Neri (2007) are trying to get away from. Econometrically, long-run restrictions of this sort
yield notoriously unstable identified sets. Economically, augmented versions of Smets and Wouters
(2007) that incorporate demand-determined technological progress (for example as in Comin and
Gertler (2006)) would undermine the validity of the proposed restrictions and so let masquerading
issues re-surface. These conclusions call into question the extent to which weak sign restrictions can
advance the literature beyond the early contributions of Galı́ (1999) and Christiano et al. (2003).
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4.2

Identified Sets in Peersman and Straub (2009)

A very similar masquerading story applies in Peersman and Straub (2009). The authors estimate
a 5-variable VAR in output, prices, a short-term interest rate, total labor input, and an aggregate
measure of the real wage. The central difference to Dedola and Neri (2007) lies in the nature of the
identification scheme: The scheme of Peersman and Straub (2009) is less rich in its restrictions on
the technology shock itself, but to compensate jointly identifies monetary policy shocks, aggregate
demand shocks, labor supply shocks, and technology shocks. Formally, the definition of a technology
shock in Peersman and Straub (2009) is as follows.
Definition 3. Fix an n-dimensional VAR (B+ , Σu ). An expansionary productivity shock impulse
vector is an impulse vector a so that the impulse responses to a satisfy the following restrictions:
1. At horizons h = 0, . . . , 3, the impulse response of output is positive.
2. At horizons h = 0, . . . , 3, the impulse response of prices is negative.
3. At horizons h = 0, . . . , 3, the impulse response of real wages is positive.
Furthermore, three of the remaining columns of A−1
0 , denoted ã1 , ã2 and ã3 generate impulse
responses with the following properties:
1. At horizons h = 0, . . . , 3, the impulse responses to ã1 of output is and prices are positive, and the
impulse response of the short-term interest rate is negative (an expansionary monetary policy
shock).
2. At horizons h = 0, . . . , 3, the impulse responses to ã2 of output, prices and the short-term interest
rate are positive (an expansionary demand shock).
3. At horizons h = 0, . . . , 3, the impulse responses to ã3 of output and prices are positive, and the
impulse response of the real wage is negative (an expansionary labor supply shock).
This section only briefly documents the performance of this proposed identification scheme in a
controlled model environment; a more detailed investigation of the ability (or lack thereof) of simultaneous shock identification to deal with the threat of masquerading shocks is relegated to Section 5.
Given Peersman and Straub’s focus on labor supply shocks as a potential masquerading shock, I
consider the augmented Smets-Wouters model of Section 4.1 as my baseline data-generating process.
Baseline Results. Figures are omitted in the interest of brevity. The response of hours worked
is quite similar to those reported in Peersman and Straub (2009) – the impact impulse response
is positive, and then hours worked follow a hump shape. Furthermore, according to the authors’
preferred criterion of the induced distribution on the identified set, the response is significant after
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slightly more than a year. Underlying these identified sets is the by now familiar masquerading
story: Large positive impact responses of hours worked correspond to high positive weights on net
worth shocks, spending shocks, and investment shocks, as well as negative weights on price-push
shocks. Furthermore, the weight on the technology shock is now not even guaranteed to be positive.
Robustness. The results are again invariant to a wide array of robustness exercises. For example,
I experimented with variations in the horizon over which the sign restrictions are imposed, with no
discernible impact on results. Also, to gauge the additional bite afforded by the joint identification
of multiple shocks, I computed the identified set under sole identification of the technology shock.
As it turns out, the additional orthogonality requirements have only a small impact on the nature
of the identified set.

5

Beyond Masquerading: Robust Identification

The results of Section 3 and Section 4 cast some doubt on the ability of sign-restricted SVARs to accurately identify structural shocks. Popular identification schemes, when applied to equally popular
structural models, fail to provide much tightening of identified sets. To the extent that significant
results can be obtained, those completely hinge on the use of the economically uninterpretable Haar
prior over the space of orthogonal matrices. And troublingly, the displayed identified sets are quite
likely to be contaminated by masquerading shocks. Failure of popular examples of sign-identifying
schemes, however, does not imply failure of the sign restriction approach as a whole. Its principal
appeal – the promise of identification through restrictions that are not patently at odds with standard structural models – remains strong. What is needed, then, are model-consistent restrictions
that allow tight, masquerading-robust identification across a wide range of structural models. In
principle, such additional identifying information could be either dogmatic (as the standard zero
or sign restrictions) or probabilistic (as the uniform Haar prior). Plagborg-Møller (2016) discusses
flexible ways of imposing probabilistic prior information in the direct estimation of impulse response functions. I instead stay closer to conventional econometric practice and look for dogmatic
restrictions that afford substantial tightening of identified sets.
The remainder of this section proceeds as follows. Section 5.1 reviews the extent to which
the simultaneous identification of multiple structural shocks can sharpen inference. Section 5.2
then asks whether, if the shock of interest is sufficiently volatile, identification is automatically very
good, as suggested in some of the earlier literature. Finally, Section 5.3 introduces my model-guided
approach to masquerading-robust identification. Throughout, I illustrate my arguments through
the classical application of monetary policy shock identification.
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5.1

Identification of Multiple Shocks

The perhaps most natural solution to the threat of masquerading shocks is the simultaneous identification of multiple shocks. To see how this simultaneous identification can help in tightening
identification, suppose that the identified set generated by a given single-shock scheme contains
shock vectors with impulse responses of the wrong sign (distortionary masquerading shocks). Let
us also suppose for simplicity that the underlying state-space model is invertible. Then, for additional restrictions on other impulse responses to eliminate the distortionary masquerading shocks
from the identified set, it must not be possible to find a set of weight vectors consistent with
new identifying restrictions, mutually orthogonal, and orthogonal to the original distortionary masquerading shock vector. It is very easy to construct simple bivariate or trivariate examples in which
additional sign restrictions indeed eliminate distortionary masquerading shocks from the identified
set; similarly, it is easy to construct examples in which they do not. Accordingly, the power of
multiple shock identification is inherently a model-dependent question.
Following remarks in Uhlig (2005), I try to achieve tightening of the identified set in the monetary
policy shock application through simultaneous identification of monetary policy shocks, demand
shocks, and supply shocks. To build some intuition on the promise of this identification scheme, it
will be instructive to briefly consider a further simplified version of the benchmark three-equation
model of Section 3, with σ = 1, β = 1, φr = 0, φy = 0, and zero persistence of all shocks. The
model is then essentially static, and the true impact impulse response matrix is given as
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Under the proposed multiple-shock scheme, distortionary masquerading with respect to the impact
output response is equivalent to the existence of an orthogonal matrix P with the property that
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where pij is the weight of identified shock i on true shock j. Since length can always be normalized
ex-post, the only bite in this system comes from the orthogonality requirements (the resulting
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normalized weights matrix is necessarily orthogonal). We thus have six free variables to satisfy
nine inequality constraints. For given values of φπ , κ it is easy to find solutions to this system;
indeed, for a wide array of plausible values, with κ ∈ (0, 2) and φπ ∈ (1, 3), I am always able to find
distortionary masquerading shocks.9 The results of this toy model survive in the quantitatively
more realistic frameworks of Section 3. I test the bite of additional restrictions on demand and
supply shocks in the context of the three-variable VAR induced by the Smets-Wouters model,
with all additional restrictions imposed over the same horizon as the baseline monetary policy
restrictions. The identified set of the output impulse response tightens somewhat, and in particular
shifts slightly down, but masquerading issues remain rampant. The median impact response is still
positive, and, exactly as before, a large fraction of mis-identified shock vectors (under the Haar
measure) is still a combination of masquerading positive demand and supply shocks. Interestingly,
additional restrictions of this sort also fail to generate much tightening of identified sets in the data.
The model-based perspective emphasized here allows us to understand why.
My review of the identification scheme of Peersman and Straub (2009) in Section 4.2 paints a
similarly pessimistic picture. We must conclude that the null space requirements of simultaneous
shock identification are in practice likely to be quite weak, and so do not promise to be a source of
significant tightening of identified sets.

5.2

Relative Shock Volatilities

It is widely believed that, if the shock of interest is sufficiently volatile relative to any other potential masquerading shocks, identification is likely to be ”good”, in the sense that distortionary
masquerading shocks are somehow unlikely. A detailed argument is made, for example, in Canova
and Paustian (2011). The previous literature, however, has been silent on how exactly this improved
identification is achieved. The discussion in Section 2 allows us to see that relative shock volatilities
affect the nature of the identified set in three distinct ways.10 Throughout the subsequent analysis,
I will let σj denote the volatility of the shock of interest, σ−j a vector collecting the volatilities of
the other structural disturbances, and σ the vector of all disturbance volatilities. Similarly, for the
invertible case, pj will denote the n-dimensional weight vector, pjj denotes the weight on the shock
of interest, and pj−j denotes the weight on the remaining disturbances.
A first clear benefit of strong signals relates to the fact that, in non-invertible models, relative
volatilities govern the sequence of total available weights on the different true underlying shocks.
Intuitively, if most variation in the data is driven by the shock of interest, the data are very
informative about this shock, and the total available weight converges to 1. Most of the previous
literature, however, has restricted attention to invertible models, so this benefit of sufficient noise
9 The

standard deviations do not matter for this conclusion, as will be shown in Section 5.2.
that I always normalize the covariance matrix of the structural shocks to be an identity matrix. Shock
volatilities will thus simply show up as scaling terms in the matrices B and D.
10 Recall
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has not played much of a role in existing work.
The second effect of changes in relative shock volatilities manifests itself in the boundaries of the
identified set of impulse responses. For simplicity, and in light of the first result, I restrict attention
to invertible state-space models. We then have the following useful result.
Proposition 1. Consider the VAR induced by the invertible state-space system (1) - (2). Suppose that the SVAR identification scheme only restricts the sign of impulse responses for shock j.
Furthermore suppose that the identified set contains distortionary masquerading shocks for the response of variable i to shock j at horizon h. Then the identified set induced by a variant of (1) (2) with arbitrary (non-zero) volatility ratios also contains distortionary masquerading shocks for
the response of variable i to shock j at horizon h.
The proof is quite straightforward. Take any element of the identified set in the benchmark
model. By invertibility, this element can just be summarized as a unit length, n-dimensional vector
pj . Now consider some arbitrary alternative set of standard deviations σ̃; the standard example
for the discussion here would be substantially lower volatilities for all shocks other than j. Then
scale weights to leave the implied impulse response unaffected, which can be achieved by setting
p̃ ≡ p · σσ̃ . It then only remains to normalize p̃ to have unit length. By construction, this new p̃
lies in the identified set of the new model, and importantly it gives an impulse response of variable
i to identified shock j at horizon h of exactly the same sign as before. Thus, to the extent that
inference should only be based on the boundaries of the identified set, strong signals in the sense
of high relative volatility ratios are not a panacea. Why, then, did the earlier literature conclude
that strong signals were sufficient for good identification? The reason is somewhat subtle, and lies
in the interaction between volatility ratios and the uniform Haar prior over O(n).
To understand this third effect, let us first consider some finite but small volatility ratio vector
σ−j /σj  1. It is easy to see that, for all distortionary masquerading shocks, the weight on the true
shock vector cannot exceed some upper bound ν1 > 0. The true shock induces impulse responses
that dwarf the effects of all other shocks, so obviously distortionary masquerading allows only a
miniscule positive weight on the true shock. Conversely, if, as part of the identification scheme,
other variables are restricted to respond consistently with the true impulse responses, then the
weight on the true shock also cannot be too negative, by the exact same logic. We thus also get
lower bound ν2 < 0. By the limiting behavior of the impulse response matrices, it is immediate that,
as σ−j /σj → 0, we have ν1 , ν2 → 0. Intuitively, because the shock of interest becomes dominant,
distortionary masquerading shocks can only assign a small weight to this shock. Uniform draws
from the space of orthogonal rotation matrices are unlikely to give such extreme weights, so most
draws from the Haar prior will correspond to impulse responses with the correct sign. Formally, as
σ−j /σj → 0, all distortionary masquerading vectors map into an n − 1-dimensional subspace of the
unit n-sphere, so their (Haar) measure necessarily converges to 0.
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In fact, for the limiting case σ−j /σj = 0, it is easy to see that the identified set is simply
∗
∗
[IRijh
, 0] or [0, IRijh
]. Every draw with a positive weight on the true shock (and in fact only those

draws) will be accepted, and so, using standard properties of the Haar measure in conjunction with
a change-of-variables formula, the limiting pdf for the impulse responses is11

f (IR) ∝





Γ(n/2)
Γ(1/2)Γ((n−1)/2)


1−



IR
∗
IRijh

2 (n−3)/2


0

·

1
∗ |
|IRijh

∗
∗
if IR ∈ [IRijh
, 0]([0, IRijh
])

otherwise

Note in particular that conventional limiting probability bands (16/84 or 5/95) necessarily exclude
both 0 and the true impulse response. The toy model of Section 5.1 provides a neat illustration of
these effects. Figure 8 shows shock vectors that are consistent with a positive response of interest
rates, a negative response of inflation, and a positive response of output – that is, distortionary
masquerading monetary policy shocks.
Distortionary Masquerading Shock Weights, Toy Model

Figure 8: All combinations of positive demand and supply weights that lie within
the unit circle are
p
marked blue. The corresponding weight on the monetary policy shock is pmm ≡ 1 − p2md − p2ms ≥ 0 (the
equally possible negative weight never gives admissable shock vectors and so is omitted). Combinations
that additionally satisfy the baseline identifying restrictions (on inflation and interest rates), yet at the
same time boost output, are marked green for the benchmark model, and red for a scaled model (with
volatilities of the demand and supply shocks scaled down by 30).
11 I use the fact that squared individual entries of an orthogonal matrix distributed uniformly with respect to the
Haar measure follow a Beta(1/2, (n − 1)/2) distribution. Since σ−j = 0 and σj > 0 the identified impulse response is
∗ , where p
just given as pjj ·IRijh
jj is the weight of identified shock j on actual shock j. Applying a change-of-variables
formula then gives the result.
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As usual, distortionary masquerading shocks are combinations of expansionary demand and
supply shocks, marked green in the plot for the benchmark parameterization. As we scale the
volatilities of demand and supply shocks down, these points map into new weight vectors with a
vanishingly small weight on the monetary policy shock. In the limit, the green area actually maps
to a subset of the boundary of the circle. A uniform prior over the three-dimensional unit sphere of
course never draws from this region, thus explaining the findings of Canova and Paustian (2011).
It is instructive to see how these effects play out in a variant of the familiar three-equation
model of Section 3, but now with counterfactual shock volatilities. Specifically, I scale down the
standard deviations of the demand and supply shocks so that the shock of interest (the monetary
policy shock) is five times as volatile as each of the individual competing (demand and supply)
shocks. The identification scheme of Definition 1 then generates the identified set displayed in
Figure 9. The shape of the identified set exactly conforms with our earlier intuition. The upper
bound of the identified set is close to 0, the lower bound is close to the true impact response, and
˜ uijh ] contains little mass. As we decrease volatilities
the distortionary masquerading interval [0, IS
further, the induced distribution over the identified set is also increasingly well-approximated by
the explicit formula given above.12
Identified Set of Impulse Responses, Scaled 3-Equation Model

Figure 9: See caption for Figure 1.

Matters are particularly bad in class of parsimoniously sign-identified SVARs. Canova and
Paustian (2011) argue that the signs of structural multipliers beyond the zero horizon are often not
robust across models, and so recommend using only impact sign restrictions. Encouragingly, they
show that, in a standard business-cycle model, impact restrictions on all variables but the variable
of interest can, assuming the shock of interest is volatile enough, allow the researcher to correctly
12 The limiting distribution for impact output in this three-variable example is just a uniform distribution over
the interval [−0.6076, 0], as is immediate from the explicit expression given above. The limiting bands thus are
[−0.0972, −0.5104].
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sign the impulse response of interest with high probability. Naturally, a probabilistic statement of
this sort is inextricably tied to the use of the Haar prior. Indeed, Proposition 2 makes clear that
parsimonious impact restrictions of the sort considered in Canova and Paustian (2011) can never
give significant results under the (robust Bayesian) focus on bounds of the identified set.
Proposition 2. Consider the VAR induced by the invertible state-space system (1) - (2). Let j
denote the shock of interest, and suppose that the SVAR identification scheme only restricts the
signs of (at most) n − 1 impulse responses (for arbitrary variables and arbitrary horizons) to shock
j. Without loss of generality assume that in fact n − 1 responses are restricted, index the restricted
impulse responses by r = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, and denote the (n − 1) × n matrix of impulse responses
for all variable-horizon pairs r to each of the n true structural shocks by IRr . Now consider some
unrestricted impulse response q, with the corresponding 1 × n vector of true impulse responses for
all n shocks denoted IRq . Then, if the n × n matrix
IR

r,q

=

IRr

!

IRq

has full rank, the identified set for impulse response q contains both strictly positive and strictly
negative members.
This result is, at least for the parsimonious class of sign-restricted IRFs considered in Canova
and Paustian (2011), discouraging. If only the impact responses of n − 1 variables to the shock of
interest are restricted, then, under mild independence conditions on the underlying impulse response
matrices, the identified set for the unrestricted variable of interest is guaranteed to include 0 for all
horizons. In particular, if the matrix IRr,q is invertible for some volatilities σ, then it is invertible
for arbitrary non-zero volatilities σ̃, so again strong signals are no panacea. Significant results thus
require either more than n sign restrictions, additional dogmatic restrictions (zero restrictions or
quantity bounds), or extra probabilistic identifying information.
Overall, then, we are forced to conclude that the suggested benefits of strong signals are in fact
inexorably tied to a subtle interaction between patterns of shock weights and the uniform Haar
prior. In particular, this analysis transparently shows that ”agnostic priors” in the sense of Arias
et al. (2016) – that is, priors that are equal across observationally equivalent parameters – may,
in fact, be central to identification, contrary to what their name suggests. Again, the only truly
agnostic approach is one that restricts attention to boundaries of the identified set.
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5.3

Model-Guided Identification

Structural models need not be confined to a pure interpretative role – they can also be a source of
new identifying restrictions with substantial promise for tight identification. Intuitively, since rich
structural models match the second-moment properties of the data reasonably well, economically
plausible identifying restrictions that rid theoretical identified sets of their masquerading members
may well also generate tighter identified sets in the data. It is this basic insight that lies at the
heart of my proposed model-guided approach to identification. The purpose of this section is to
leverage the insights of Section 3 to find masquerading-robust restrictions in my candidate class
of data-generating processes, and then apply these restrictions to the empirical identification of
monetary policy shocks. This section will consider two such identification schemes: the policy rule
restrictions of Arias et al. (2015), and mild quantity restrictions on impact multipliers.
The Identification Scheme of Arias et al. (2015). Arias et al. (2015) restrict the systematic
component of monetary policy, and find results more in line with conventional wisdom than Uhlig
(2005). Vis-à-vis Uhlig’s original analysis, their key additional restrictions are sign restrictions
on the entries of the contemporaneous structural impact matrix A0 . Let us, to illustrate their
restrictions, for simplicity consider a standard trivariate VAR, and without loss of generality fix the
first equation as the monetary policy equation. This first equation then reads
a0,11 yt + a0,12 πt + a0,13 rt =

∞
X

(al,11 yt−l + al,12 πt−l + al,13 rt−l ) + 1t

l=1

1t is the monetary policy shock, re-scaled to have unit variance. Re-arranging:
−1
rt = −a−1
0,13 a0,11 yt − a0,13 a0,12 πt +

∞
X


−1
−1
−1
a−1
0,13 al,11 yt−l + a0,13 al,12 πt−l + a0,13 al,13 rt−l + a0,13 1t

l=1

Arias et al. (2015) now require the contemporaneous reaction of the federal funds rate to output and
−1
to inflation to be non-negative, i.e. they require −a−1
0,13 a0,11 , −a0,13 a0,12 ≥ 0. The formal definition

of monetary policy shocks then is as follows:
Definition 4. Fix a 3-dimensional VAR (B+ , Σu ) in output, inflation, and the policy rate. Without
loss of generality let the first equation of the system be the monetary policy equation. A contractionary monetary policy impulse vector is an impulse vector a so that a is the first column of A−1
0 ,
and A0 and the impulse responses to a satisfy the following restrictions:
1. At horizons h = 0, . . . , H, the impulse response of prices is non-positive.
2. At horizons h = 0, . . . , H, the impulse response of the federal funds rate is non-negative.
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−1
3. The entries of A0 satisfy −a−1
0,13 a0,11 ≥ 0 and −a0,13 a0,12 ≥ 0.

This last additional restriction is justified, following Arias et al. (2015), as reflecting a ”basic
understanding of how the Federal Reserve reacts to changes in the economic environment to fulfill its
objectives of stable prices and maximum employment”. A detailed analysis of the induced identified
sets across the various candidate structural models is relegated to Appendix D. For the purposes of
this section, it suffices to say that the restrictions of Arias et al. (2015) afford substantial tightening
of identified sets around the true impulse responses across all candidate structural models. In
other words, the masquerading shocks seem to consistently violate the additional restrictions on
the structural impact matrix A0 . Careful analysis of the VAR-DSGE mapping, however, reveals
that the additional restrictions of Arias et al. (2015) may – in spite of their intuitive appeal –
lack deep economic justification, for somewhat subtle reasons. Consider first the trivariate VAR in
yt , πt , rt induced by the three-equation New Keynesian model. It is easily shown analytically that
the associated correctly identified SVAR (with A0 = D−1 ) gives as its monetary policy equation a
scaled version of the structural Taylor rule. Specifically, in the benchmark case of ρm = 0, we have
a0,13 = 1/σm , a0,11 = −(φy (1 − φr ))/σm , and a0,12 = −(φπ (1 − φr ))/σm . It is thus immediate that
the restrictions of Arias et al. (2015) are model-consistent. This conclusion, however, is not robust.
Two complications are likely to arise in practice. First, the true monetary policy rule is likely to
take a more involved form than the simple version of the three-equation model. In particular, the
monetary authority may respond to some notion of the output gap rather than output itself, and
furthermore it may take into account expectations of future output gaps and inflation. Either change
will mean that the coefficients on contemporaneous inflation and output in a backward-looking
SVAR(∞) need not have the sign expected by Arias et al. (2015). In the Smets-Wouters model, for
example, the monetary authority responds to the output gap, so a VAR in output – as done in the
baseline estimation of Arias et al. (2015), and so as done in my comparative analysis here – is not
guaranteed ex-ante to generate a true A0 = D−1 matrix satisfying the imposed sign restrictions.
Indeed, I find that the proposed sign restrictions are violated in the monetary policy equation
induced by the baseline Smets-Wouters parameterization. Naturally, inclusion of expectation terms
only further complicates matters. Second, the state-space representation underlying the estimated
VAR may not be invertible, as is the case in the trivariate Smets-Wouters VAR. In that case we
cannot even speak of a ”true” SVAR representation, and so in particular we cannot judge the
model consistency of the restrictions of Arias et al. (2015). Either way – irrespective of whether
the imposed restrictions are actually model-inconsistent, or whether it is just impossible to gauge
their model consistency – the restrictions of Arias et al. (2015) do not rest easily with the emphasis
on model consistency of Uhlig (2005).
Beyond theoretical purity, an additional problem with the results of Arias et al. (2015) is that
the authors explicitly rely on the Haar prior for the characterization of identified sets. Since only
percentiles of the induced distribution are displayed, it is hard to make definitive statements about
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the significance of results. We must conclude that the search for a robustly model-consistent
identification scheme with tight identified sets remains an unsolved issue. Fortunately, the insights
of Section 3.2 suggest a simple fix.
Impact Response Bounds. The economics of the masquerading story of Section 3.2 hint at a very
particular, undesirable feature of the identified sets generated through the identifying restrictions
of Uhlig (2005). Positive demand and supply shocks pull interest rates in different directions, yet
both increase output substantially. This suggests that, on impact, the masquerading members of
the identified set of SVARs generate very large positive output responses, and quite small positive
interest rate responses. Most economists, however, would feel uncomfortable with very large impact
effects of monetary policy on output – the ”long and variable lags” emphasized in the early literature
on monetary policy transmission. The idea of long and variable lags motivates (but certainly does
not fully justify) the use of recursive identification schemes. Here, instead, I take a middle ground:
I require that a 100 basis point innovation to the (annualized) policy rate moves output on impact
by less than 0.3 per cent in either direction.13 The magnitude of my proposed restriction is chosen
to ensure consistency with the Smets-Wouters model; in practice, much tighter restrictions may in
fact be regarded as plausible. Monetary policy shocks are then formally defined as follows:
Definition 5. Fix an n-dimensional VAR (B+ , Σu ). A contractionary monetary policy impulse
vector is an impulse vector a so that the impulse responses to a satisfy the following restrictions:
1. At horizons h = 0, . . . , H, the impulse response of prices is non-positive.
2. At horizons h = 0, . . . , H, the impulse response of the federal funds rate is non-negative.
3. At horizon h = 0, the ratio of the impulse response of output to the impulse response of the
federal funds rate (quarterly) is below 4 × 0.3 = 1.2 in absolute value.
An identification scheme of this sort combines the best of the sign restriction and zero restriction worlds: The identifying restrictions are still consistent with a wide class of models, and the
additional restriction vis-à-vis Uhlig (2005) is motivated along exactly the same lines as the old
zero restriction schemes, but of course avoids their (model-inconsistent) rigidity.14 My model-based
analysis suggests that this additional restriction should substantially tighten identification, and
Figure 10 shows that this is exactly what happens. In line with the discussion of Section 2.3, the
figure only displays the bounds of the identified set. The impression of improved identification
13 In imposing the quantity restriction in this way, I implicitly follow Smets and Wouters (2007) in treating the
interest rate in the model as equivalent to the policy rate (expressed in quarterly terms) in the data, rather than as
the log deviation of the policy rate from steady state. All subsequent empirical results are robust to working with
log policy rates instead.
14 Non-dogmatic restrictions on the size of impulse responses are used, for example, in Baumeister and Hamilton
(2015).
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is also confirmed through plots of shock weights, omitted in the interest of brevity. The central
take-away from weights analysis is that the weight on monetary policy shocks robustly stays quite
high; compared to Figure 5, the right arm of heavy masquerading is basically chopped off.
Identified Set of Impulse Responses, Non-Invertible SW-VAR

Figure 10: See caption for Figure 1. I now however only display bounds, in line with the discussion
of Section 2.3. Identification is as in Definition 5. Consistent with Smets and Wouters (2007), I display
quarterly (rather than annualized) interest rates.

Even tighter restrictions on the impact multiplier would be model-inconsistent, but in fact
tighten identification even more around a robustly (and significantly) negative response. This
suggests that, in some circumstances, a modicum of model inconsistency may be desirable, in the
sense that it cleanses identified sets not only of the true disturbance vector, but also of distortionary
masquerading shocks. To the extent that researchers are interested in the signs of responses, tradeoffs of this sort need to be carefully considered.
Ultimately, of course, this model-based analysis is not an end in itself, but only a tool to aid
in the interpretation of and inform empirical work. The decisive test of my proposed identification
scheme is thus its performance on actual data. Details on data construction and estimation are
relegated to Appendix B. Figure 11 displays the identified set for the OLS point estimate of an
empirical reduced-form VAR in the output gap, inflation, and the federal funds rate. The results
are very much in line with the old conventional wisdom: Contractionary monetary policy shocks
gradually lower output, with the decline following a hump-shaped pattern. The decline is even
starker and more tightly identified under stricter bounds on the impact multiplier.15
It follows that, among all the restrictions imposed by conventional recursive schemes, the zero
impact restriction on output is the one driving the usual negative responses of output to identified
monetary policy shocks. This importance of the zero output restriction was already emphasized in
Uhlig (2005), who however then goes on to dispute its empirical plausibility. My empirical analysis
15 To

ensure significance of results under parameter uncertainty, stricter bounds are in fact necessary.
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Identified Set of Impulse Responses, Empirical VAR

Figure 11: See caption for Figure 1. I now however only display bounds, in line with the discussion of
Section 2.3. Identification is now as in Definition 5. Details on the estimation are relegated to Appendix B.
For ease of interpretation (and consistent with standard empirical practice), I display annualized interest
rates in basis points.

shows that we can get away with weaker quantity bounds, and my shock masquerading story shows
that the importance of this quantity restriction is in fact not some arcane feature of identified sets,
but makes economic sense in the context of standard structural models.
Overall, the results of this section paint a picture of consistency between the old zero restriction
and the newer sign restriction literatures. The basic point of the sign restriction literature –
the need to move away from overly stringent and patently model-inconsistent restrictions – is
well-taken. The identification scheme proposed in Uhlig (2005), however, yields identified sets
that are patently at odds with the ”long and variable lags” intuition informing the earlier zero
restriction literature. Requiring a modicum of consistency – here in the form of impact multipliers
that are not outrageously large, independent of the direction – is sufficient to bring the results of
weak sign-identifying schemes much more in line with the old empirical consensus on monetary
policy transmission, in both model and data.
Conclusions. The results of this identification through impact response bounds illustrate the
promise of the proposed model-guided approach to structural identification. Within the universe of
plausible identifying restrictions, structural models allow us to identify those that carry promise for
the tightening of identified sets. Most popular sign-identifying schemes are of course also plausible,
but simply happen to fail the litmus test of tight identification in controlled model environments.
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6

Conclusions

The principal contribution of this paper is to illustrate, both theoretically and through relevant
applications, that sign-identified VARs are vulnerable to mis-identification through masquerading
shocks. Seemingly puzzling identified sets of the sort presented in Uhlig (2005) can be rationalized as
positive demand and supply shocks jointly masquerading as contractionary monetary policy shocks,
and the labor response to identified expansionary technology shocks in Dedola and Neri (2007) and
Peersman and Straub (2009) may largely reflect responses to mis-identified expansionary demand
disturbances. The practical upshot of these conclusions is simple: Any empirically implemented
sign restriction scheme should generate, across a wide range of plausible candidate data-generating
processes, identified sets that are reasonably tight around the shock of interest. In particular,
merely ensuring that only the shock of interest satisfies all imposed sign restrictions is likely to
prove insufficient.
Structural models need not, however, be confined to this pure interpretative role. A careful inspection of identified sets in rich structural models can suggest new, economically plausible
identifying restrictions that will offer substantial tightening of identified sets. Since sophisticated
structural models match the second-moment properties of the data reasonably well, restrictions that
afford such tightening may afford a similar tightening in the data. This approach to identification
still relies on basic economic intuition, but is model-guided in the sense that it uses structural models to ascertain which restrictions are likely to have the most bite. My identification procedure thus
lies halfway between the loose economic reasoning that underlies conventional SVAR identification
and the tight model-dictated identification of Del Negro and Schorfheide (2004). The identification
of monetary policy shocks through a combination of sign restrictions and quantity bounds provides
a first illustration of the promise of this identification philosophy.
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A

Technical Appendix

Appendix A.1, Appendix A.2 and Appendix A.3 go through the details of the VAR-DSGE mapping,
with particular attention paid to novel insights on the nature of the VAR identification problem
in non-invertible models. Appendix A.4 then contains proofs for all results about the effects of
changes in relative volatilities, and finally Appendix A.5 presents formal testing procedures for
model-empirics consistency.

A.1

The Analytics of the VAR-DSGE Mapping

The discussion in this section heavily draws on Fernández-Villaverde et al. (2007). Consider the
following linear Gaussian state-space system:
st

= Ast−1 + Bwt

(A.1)

yt

= Cst−1 + Dwt

(A.2)

The time-invariant innovations representation of this state-space system is
ŝt

=

Aŝt−1 + Kut

(A.3)

yt

=

C ŝt−1 + ut

(A.4)

where ŝt is the Kalman-filtered estimate of st given information on the observables up to time t,
ut ≡ yt − C ŝt−1 = C(st−1 − ŝt−1 ) + Dwt is the Gaussian forecast error for observables and satisfies
E[ut ] = 0, Σu ≡ E[ut u0t ] = CΣs C 0 + DD0 as well as E(ut u0t−j ) = 0 for j 6= 0, and the matrices K, Σs
satisfy the Riccati equations
Σs

=

(A − KC)Σs (A − KC)0 + BB 0 + KDD0 K 0 − BD0 K 0 − KDB 0

(A.5)

K

=

(AΣs C 0 + BD0 )(CΣs C 0 + DD0 )−1

(A.6)

Sufficient conditions for the existence of this time-invariant innovations representation are that
(A0 , C 0 ) is stabilizable and that (A0 , B 0 ) is detectable. For further discussion I refer the interested
reader to Anderson et al. (1996); I will simply assume existence from now on. From the innovations
representation we get an MA(∞) representation for yt :


yt = I + C(I − AL)−1 KL ut
Matrix inversion gives
h

−1

I − C [I − (A − KC)L]
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i
KL yt = ut

or, assuming that A − KC is stable, the desired VAR representation
yt =

∞
X

C(A − KC)j−1 Kyt−j + ut

(A.7)

j=1

If the state-space system is invertible then Σs = 0, so K = BD−1 , and straightforward manipulations give
yt =

∞
X

C(A − BD−1 C)j−1 BD−1 yt−j + ut

(A.8)

j=1

A.2

Identified Sets: Definitions and Properties

A formal definition of identified sets requires a formal treatment of identifying information. Following Rubio-Ramı́rez et al. (2010), I allow this outside identifying information to take the form of
linear restrictions on transformations of the structural parameter space into q × n matrices, where
q > 0. Denote the transformation by f (·). Linear restrictions of the transformation can then be
represented via q × q matrices Zj and Sj , with j = 1, . . . , n. Here the Zj allow us to impose exact
linear restrictions on f (·) through the requirement Zj f (·)ej = 0, and the Sj allow us to impose
linear sign restrictions through the requirement Sj f (·)ej ≥ 0.16 In the SVAR literature, most identifying restrictions take the form of restrictions on IRFs. The transformation function f (·) is then
of the following form:


...





f (A0 , A+ ) = IRh (A0 , A+ )
...
The matrices Zj and Sj simply consist of 0’s, 1’s and −1’s, placed so as to ensure that the desired
zero and sign restrictions are imposed. Simple examples of such matrices are provided, for example,
in Rubio-Ramı́rez et al. (2010) or Arias et al. (2016). Finally, covariance restrictions and outside
information are appended by sign normalizations on A0 : We require the diagonal elements of A0
to be non-negative, which just means that a unit positive change in the ith structural shock is
interpreted as a one standard deviation positive innovation to the ith variable in the VAR.
We are now in a position to formally define identified sets. For the purpose of this paper, it
will prove convenient to consider two equivalent formalizations of this mapping from reduced-form
VAR to SVAR.
Definition A.1. Identified Set of SVARs. Consider the reduced-form VAR (B+ , Σu ). Let R be
an identifying restriction, defined by a transformation f (·) and a set of restriction matrices Zj , Sj ,
16 I could in fact represent any given set of exact linear and sign restrictions through only sign restrictions, with
weak inequalities in both directions enforcing the exact restriction. However, for the sake of notational clarity, I
distinguish between sign and exact restrictions, and so implicitly assume that the sign restriction matrices do not
enforce any exact equality.
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j = 1, . . . , n. Then the identified set of SVARs, AR , is defined as the set of structural matrices
A0 consistent with the reduced-form covariance matrix, the normalization rule and the identifying
restriction R:
0

−1
AR ≡ {A0 | A−1
= Σu , diag(A0 ) > 0, and
0 A0

Zj f (A0 , A0 · B+ )ej = 0, Sj f (A0 , A0 · B+ )ej ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n}
Definition A.2. Identified Set of Rotation Matrices (Arbitrary Basis). Consider the reduced-form
VAR (B+ , Σu ), and let b(Σu ) denote an invertible n × n matrix such that b(Σu )b(Σu )0 = Σu . Let
R be an identifying restriction, defined by a transformation f (·) and a set of restriction matrices
b
Zj , Sj , j = 1, . . . , n. Then the identified set of rotation matrices with respect to basis b(Σu ), PR
,

is defined as the set of orthogonal rotation matrices P such that A0 ≡ P b(Σu )−1 is consistent with
the reduced-form covariance matrix, the normalization rule and the identifying restriction R:
b
PR
≡ {P | P ∈ O(n), A0 ≡ P b(Σu )−1 ∈ AR }

From the properties of orthogonal rotation matrices it is immediate that there is a simple 1-1
mapping between the identified set of SVARs and the identified set of rotation matrices (under arbitrary basis). Evidently, identified sets can come in three flavors: they can be empty, they can have a
single member, or they can have multiple members. Generically, sign restrictions are set-identifying,
and the identified set of rotation matrices has strictly positive Haar measure (independent of basis).
We can now immediately define the identified set of impulse responses.
Definition A.3. Identified Set of Impulse Responses. Consider the reduced-form VAR (B+ , Σu ).
Let R be an identifying restriction, defined by a transformation f (·) and a set of restriction matrices
Zj , Sj , j = 1, . . . , n. Then the identified set of impulse responses for variable i in response to shock j
at horizon h, ISi,j,h , is defined as the set of impulse responses generated by some structural impact
matrix in the identified set of SVARs:
ISi,j,h ≡ {a ∈ R | a = IRi,j,h (A0 , A0 · B+ ), A0 ∈ AR }
Of central interest are the bounds of the identified set of impulse responses.
Definition A.4. The upper bound of the identified set of impulse responses for variable i in
u
response to shock j at horizon h, denoted ISi,j,h
is defined as follows:
u
ISi,j,h
≡ sup IRi,j,h (A0 , A0 · B+ )
A0 ∈AR
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Similarly, the lower bound is defined as follows:
l
ISi,j,h
≡

inf

A0 ∈AR

IRi,j,h (A0 , A0 · B+ )

These bounds can be obtained using the closed-form expressions provided in Gafarov et al.
(2016). Strictly speaking, an exclusive focus on bounds is, of course, only justified if the identified
set is convex. In most applications, this is indeed the case. In particular, the key requirement is
that identifying restrictions are only imposed on the shock of interest. In that case we can focus
on individual shock vectors p (rather than rotation matrices P ), and a generic convexity result is
then easy to obtain.
Lemma A.1. (following Giacomini and Kitagawa (2016)) Let ISi,j,h be the identified set of impulse responses for variable i to shock j at horizon h induced by a reduced-form VAR (B+ , Σu ) in
conjunction with an identifying restriction R. Suppose that R only consists of a sign restriction
matrix Sj on the responses to shock j. Furthermore suppose (almost without loss of generality) that
the identified set contains shock vectors p1 , p2 such that p1 6= −p2 . Then ISi,j,h is convex.
Proof. Since the proposed identification scheme only restricts the impulse responses to the identified
shock of interest, we can restrict attention to a single column of rotation matrices P in the identified
set of rotation matrices PR . Without loss of generality I focus on the first column; denote this
column by p. It is immediate from the definition of impulse response functions that IRi1h is a
linear function of p. Now let p1 , p2 be the first columns of two rotation matrices P1 , P2 in PR , and
also suppose that p1 6= −p2 . We want to show that, for α ∈ (0, 1), αIRi1h (p1 ) + (1 − α)IRi1h (p2 )
also lies in the identified set. For this let α̃ ∈ (0, 1) and define
p̃ =

α̃p1 + (1 − α̃)p2
||α̃p1 + (1 − α̃)p2 ||

where ||·|| is the Euclidian norm. Note that p̃ still has unit length. Furthermore, since the restriction
scheme R imposes no restrictions on the other columns of P , we conclude that there exists a P̃ ∈ PR
with p̃ as its first column. Using the linearity of the mapping IRi1h (·) we may write
IRi1h (p̃) =

1 − α̃
α̃
IRi1h (p1 ) +
IRi1h (p2 )
||α̃p1 + (1 − α̃)p2 ||
||α̃p1 + (1 − α̃)p2 ||

By the intermediate value theorem we conclude that there exists α̃ ∈ (0, 1) such that IRi1h (p̃) =
αIRi1h (p1 ) + (1 − α)IRi1h (p2 ), completing the argument. If instead p1 = −p2 , then we can (by
assumption) find a p3 6= p1 , p2 in the identified set. Irrespective of where IRi1h (p3 ) lies relative to
IRi1h (p1 ) and IRi1h (p2 ), we can apply the logic from the base case to the pairs p1 , p3 and p2 , p3 ,
completing the argument.
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A.3

Invertibility and SVAR Identification

The link between reduced-form errors, structural VAR errors, and true structural shocks in the case
of invertible state-space models is simple.
Proposition A.1. (following Fernández-Villaverde et al. (2007)) Consider an invertible linear
state-space model (1) - (2) with VAR representation in the observables yt . The identified structural
disturbances t in the derived SVAR (5) relate as follows to the structural disturbances wt of the
underlying state-space model:
t = A0 Dwt

(A.9)

The link between model errors and VAR errors in the case of non-invertible VAR representations
is simply a natural generalization of Proposition A.1.
Proposition A.2. (following Fernández-Villaverde et al. (2007)) Consider a linear state-space
model (1) - (2) with VAR representation in the observables yt . The identified structural disturbances
t in the derived SVAR (5) relate as follows to the structural disturbances wt of the underlying statespace model:

 t = A0






−C

D+ C



I−



! !−1

A

0

KC

A − KC

L

! 

L wt

KD
B

(A.10)

Proof of Proposition A.1 and Proposition A.2. Recall that ut = C(st−1 − ŝt−1 ) + Dwt . Using this,
we can combine the state-space representation (A.1) - (A.2) and the innovations representation
(A.3) - (A.4) to get
st

!

ŝt
ut

A

=

=

!

0

st−1

!

A − KC
ŝt−1
!
 s
t−1
+ Dwt
−C
ŝt−1

KC


C

+

B
KD

!
wt

(A.11)

(A.12)

Solving the system (A.11) for (st , ŝt )0 and plugging into (A.12) we get



ut = D + C


−C



I−

A

0

KC

A − KC

! !−1
L

! 

L wt

KD
B

(A.13)

Recalling that t ≡ A0 ut we get Proposition A.2. If instead the state-space system is invertible
then we have ut = Dwt and so Proposition A.1 follows.
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In more compact notation, we have
t = P (L)wt =

∞
X

Pl wt−l

(A.14)

Ml wt−l

(A.15)

l=0

for the identified structural errors and
ut = M (L)wt =

∞
X
l=0

for the reduced-form errors. Interestingly, the weights in the matrix polynomial P (L) are closely
tied to the informativeness of the observables yt about the hidden shocks wt . Proposition A.3
collects these results, which to the best of my knowledge are novel.
Proposition A.3. Consider the n-variable VAR induced by the linear state-space system (1) - (2).
Suppose that n ≤ m, where n is the number of variables yt in the VAR and m is the number of
structural disturbances wt in the linear state-space system. We then have the following.
1. The sequence of linear weight matrices {Pl }∞
l=0 satisfies the generalized orthogonality requireP∞
P∞
P∞
0
ments l=0 Pl Pl = I and ( l=0 Pl )( l=0 Pl )0 = I.
2. The total available weight on shock j at horizon l (under the standard Euclidian norm) is given
p
as (Pl0 Pl )jj ∈ [0, 1], irrespective of the chosen SVAR identification scheme.
3. Suppose the state vector is augmented to include the structural shocks Ω1/2 · [wt , wt−1 , . . . , wt−q ].
Then the available weights for Ω1/2 · wt−l , with l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q}, satisfy
diag(P00 P0 ) = diag(I − Ω−1 Σs,0 )
and, for l = 1, 2, . . . , q,
diag(Pl0 Pl ) = diag(I − Ω−1 Σs,l −

l−1
X

0
Pm
Pm )

m=0

where Σs,l denotes the submatrix of Σs belonging to the l-period lagged shocks.
4. The total amount of weights available over all true shocks and all horizons is n, and each single
identified shock receives a total weight of 1 (under the Euclidian norm).
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Proof. I prove each of the four statements in turn.
1. Recall that t =

P∞

l=0
P∞

Pl wt−l . It is then immediate from the identity covariance matrix of t

Pl Pl0 , as required. Noting that Cov(t , t−j ) = Cov(wt , wt−j ) = 0 for all
P∞
P∞
j = 1, 2, . . . we can then immediately conclude that also ( l=0 Pl )( l=0 Pl )0 = I.
p
2. Note that available weights are given as the diagonal elements of the matrix Ml0 A00 A0 Ml . But
and wt that I =

l=0

0

−1
every admissable A0 satisfies A−1
= Σu , so A00 A0 = Σ−1
u , and so total available shock
0 A0

weights are independent of the (static) identification scheme. Finally, available weights are
bounded by the unit interval follows from part 3.
3. We first need to augment the vector of state variables by the m × (q + 1) contemporaneous and
lagged structural shocks, scaled by Ω1/2 . We can synthetically create these state variables by
augmenting the matrices A, B, C, D of the benchmark formulation of the model as follows.

Ã =


A

0

0


0
0

B̃

=



C̃

=



D̃

=

D



0

0

...

0

0

0

0

...

0

I

0

...

0

0

I

...

0

0

0

...

I


0

0


0
0

B

Ω1/2

0

C

0

...

0

0

... 0

0 0

0
0

Denote the entries of Σs corresponding to Ω1/2 · wt−l by Σs,l , and similarly denote the corresponding entries of K by Kl . From the innovations representation (A.3) and the definition
of Σs,l we can conclude, using standard projection arguments, that Σs,0 = Ω − K0 Σu K00 and
Σs,l = Σs,l−1 − Kl Σu Kl0 for l = 1, 2, 3, . . .. It thus follows that the claim of the proposition is
equivalent to the following statement:
diag(Pl0 Pl ) = diag(Ω−1 Kl Σu Kl0 )
To prove this simpler statement, let us first show that
Kl = Ω1/2 Pl0 A0 = Ω1/2 Ml0 Σ−1
u
For this note that wt−l , ut , ut−1 , . . . , ut−l are jointly normally distributed, with Var(wt−l ) = I,
0
Var(ut−m ) = Σu for all m = 0, 1, . . . , l, Cov(wt−l , ut−m ) = Ml−m
for all m = 0, 1, . . . , l, and
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Cov(ut−m1 , ut−m2 ) = 0 for all m1 , m2 = 0, 1, . . . , l and m1 6= m2 . Using standard properties of
normal distributions, we find that
E(Ω1/2 wt−l | ut , ut−1 , . . . , ut−l ) = Ω1/2

l
X

0
Ml−m
Σ−1
u ut−m

m=0

The claim then follows from the innovations representation. But now we can conclude that
diag(Ω−1 Kl Σu Kl0 )

=

diag(Ω−1 Ω1/2 Pl0 A0 Σu A00 Pl Ω1/2 )

=

diag(Pl0 Pl )

as claimed.
P∞

Pl Pl0 ) = tr(I) = n, and the total weight
P∞
for each individual shock is just given as the diagonal entries of l=0 Pl Pl0 = I.

4. The total amount of available weights is given as tr(

l=0

Proposition A.3 is very rich in intuition. In the invertible case, a total unit amount of weight
(under the Euclidian norm) on each contemporaneous structural shock is available. Possible structural VARs simply assign these available weights to the different identified shocks, subject to an
orthogonality requirement. Under the correct rotation, identification is thus perfect – each identified
structural shock receives a unit weight on the corresponding true structural shock. The proposition
shows that, in the non-invertible case, VARs feature similar constraints on weight availability and
shock orthogonality, only now generalized to feature infinite sequences of lagged shock weights.
These available shock weights have a very natural interpretation as directly reflecting the econometrician’s ignorance about current and past shocks, given only current and past realizations of the
observables. Naturally, as the econometrician receives more and more information in the form of
future realizations of observables, her estimates become more and more precise, so more and more
weight becomes available. The main practical upshot of these results is that conventional static
identification schemes have no power to shift weights on shocks across horizons. The distribution
of available weights over shocks and lags is a primitive of the reduced-form VAR, and static identification schemes can only operate subject to these constraints. This analysis also makes clear
why VAR size is likely to be the main limiting factor on successful identification: For small VARs
estimated on shock-rich stochastic processes (n  m), the stock of ”available weights” (which is
equal to n) is simply too small for adequate shock identification (m shocks).
If researchers are interested in the impulse responses to a given single structural disturbance,
then the maximal available weight on this (contemporaneous) structural shock is a natural summary of the distortions caused by non-invertibility. The closer this weight is to 1, the better the
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theoretically possible shock identification – the discrepancy between maximal attainable and actually attained weight is then a reflection of the inadequacy of the proposed identification scheme.
This allows us to cleanly separate non-invertibility and identification scheme inadequacy as the two
sources of mis-identification.17 Intimately related to maximal weights at horizon l = 0 is the speed
of the weights decay as l → ∞. In most applications, this decay of weights is monotone and fast.
This, however, need not be the case; news shocks in particular are prone to generate very gradual
and non-monotone decay, as discussed in detail in Wolf (2016).
Having mapped a given structural VAR indexed by impact matrix A0 into a sequence of economically interpretable shock weights, we can now finally map the identified set of SVARs into an
identified set of structural disturbance vectors:
Definition A.5. Identified Set of Structural Disturbance Vectors. Consider the reduced-form VAR
(B+ , Σu ) induced by the state-space system (1) - (2). Let R be an identifying restriction, defined
by a transformation f (·) and a set of restriction matrices Zj , Sj , j = 1, . . . , n. Then the identified
set of structural disturbance vectors for shock j, Dj , is defined as the set of weight sequences that
can be induced through some element of the identified set of SVARs:
n
o
j
Dj ≡ {Plj }∞
l=0 | ∃A0 ∈ AR such that Pl is the jth row of Pl
Jointly, the identified set of impulse responses and the associated identified set of structural
disturbance vectors are our main objects of interest.

A.4

Volatility Ratios and Identified Sets

Proposition 1 characterizes the limiting shape of the identified set. The proof closely follows the
intuitive remarks given after the statement of the proposition.
Proof of Proposition 1. Denote the original volatility vector by σ and the new volatility vector by
σ̃, and note that by assumption σj = σ̃j . Note that the impulse responses in the new state-space
˜ ikh for arbitrary variable i and arbitrary shock k, satisfy IR
˜ ikh = IRikh · σ̃k .
system, denoted IR
σk

Now consider some masquerading shock vector pj in the identified set of structural shocks (by
assumption such a masquerading shock exists). Define a new weights vector p̃j with p̃j ≡ pj · σσ̃ .
By construction, this new vector induces exactly the same impulse responses as the old vector; in
particular, this means that it still satisfies all imposed sign restrictions (which, by assumption, were
only imposed on the shock of interest). However, p̃ does not have unit length, so it remains to
17 Maximal attainable weights in particular give us an intuitive understanding of the estimand of SVARs identified
through external instruments. It is easy to show that an instrument correlated with (and only correlated with) a
given structural disturbance at a given horizon will assign all the available weight on this disturbance to the identified
shock. Valid external instruments – in the sense that they are correlated only with the contemporaneous structural
disturbance – thus allow perfect identification in the case of invertible VARs, and do as well as possible (according
to a very natural metric) in the case of non-invertible VARs.
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normalize, which of course does not impact signs. The resulting impulse response of variable i to
the identified shock j is then
Pn

r

σk
σ̃k

n
X
· IRikh · σσ̃kk
∝
pk · IRikh
2
Pn 
σk
k=1
p
·
k σ̃k
k=1

k=1

pk ·

The desired conclusion is immediate.
It remains to prove Proposition 2.
Proof of Proposition 2. Let p denote a vector of shock weights. The identified impulse responses
for the n − 1 restricted variables and the nth variable of interest is
˜ r,q
IRr,q · p = IR
j
˜ r,q pick any sequence of non-zero real numbers consistent with the
For the first n − 1 entries of IR
j
imposed sign restrictions. For the nth entry, pick some arbitrary (either strictly positive or strictly
negative) number. Now define
˜ r,q
p̃ ≡ (IRr,q )−1 IR
j
By assumption, IRr,q is invertible, so p̃ is well-defined and has finite entries. By construction, p̃
˜ r,q . Of course p̃ does not have unit length, but by construction it has
induces impulse responses IR
j
finite positive length, so we can define the unit-length vector
p=

p̃
||p̃||

p induces impulse responses of the same sign as p̃, so p lies in the identified set. But the sign of the
˜ r,q was arbitrary, completing the argument. Finally, if fewer than n − 1 restrictions
final entry of IR
j

are imposed, we can just pick additional variables and response horizons for construction of the
˜ r,q
matrix IRr,q , and then choose more elements of the vector IR
j freely.

A.5

Moment-Based Tests of Model-Empirics Consistency

A necessary condition for model-based identified sets to inform the interpretation of empirical
identified sets is that the two are (roughly) similar. In the main body of the text, I claimed rough
similarity just on the basis of a visual comparison of the shape of identified sets. If desired, formal
testing can complement this intuitive graph-based reasoning. An obvious requirement for a formal
consistency test is the ability to run analogous VARs in model and data, for only then do moments
of the identified set in the model have testable analogues in the empirical analysis. It then remains
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to select the moments for testing, and finally to find a way of testing the consistency of a given set
of moments.
Moment selection is a delicate issue, so I momentarily delay this question, and instead start with
the testing procedure itself. Denote the total number of selected moments by q. These moments
are known exactly in the candidate structural model. For any finite sample size T , the underlying
true data-generating process induces a distribution FT for the preferred finite-sample estimator of
these q moments – throughout, this estimator is taken to be the (biased, but consistent) OLS point
estimate of (B, Σ), mapped into the moments of interest through the SVAR identification scheme.
The most natural test is now to approximate FT through simulation and compare the data-implied
point estimate to this distribution. With FTN denoting the approximation to FT derived through
N independent simulations from the candidate structural model, the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem as
usual ensures that, as N → ∞, the approximated cdf converges to the actual cdf. A level-α test
consists of a rejection region R for the empirical OLS point estimates, with the property that
Z

dFTN (x) = α

x∈R

It remains to choose R. A particularly intuitive class of tests relies on test statistics of the form g(x−
µ̂, Ω̂), where g : Rq × Sq+ → R is a function, µ̂ and Ω̂ are the mean vector and the covariance matrix,
respectively, of the testing moments from the approximation to FT , and Sq+ is the space of positivedefinite q-dimensional matrices. A natural class of functions is g(x−µ̂, Ω̂) = ||W diag(Ω̂)−1/2 (x−µ̂)||,
where W is a q × q positive-definite weighting matrix.18 By construction, the rejection region
n
o
R ≡ x ∈ Rq : g(x − µ̂, Ω̂) ≤ q1−α (g(· − µ̂, Ω̂))
where q1−α is the 1 − α percentile of the model-induced distribution of g(· − µ̂, Ω̂), would then
have approximately the desired coverage. By simulating often enough, we can evidently ensure
exact coverage of the critical region.
Application: Formal Agreement in Monetary SVARs. I apply the model-based testing
procedure to check the model-empirics consistency for three-variable monetary SVARs in data and
the Smets-Wouters model. The reference empirical VAR is, as described in Appendix B, a threevariable model on the sample 1965:1 - 2003:4. As the moments of interest, I choose functions of the
identified sets for the responses of output, inflation and the interest rate between three and eight
quarters after shock impact. To capture central tendency, I consider (in a nod to Giacomini and
Kitagawa (2016)) the mean of the bounds and (consistent with the earlier literature) the median
of the induced distribution on the identified set. For the most part my tests fail to reject, with p
18 Other

weighting functions (for example a simple mean of the normalized distances) are of course also possible.
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values around 0.1 − 0.2. The results of the tests thus by and large confirm the visual impression
of adequate empirics-model consistency. We can conclude that the Smets-Wouters model is wellsuited as a structural framework to inform empirical analysis. Ultimately, the results of this exercise
simply reflect the fact that the Smets-Wouters model captures the second-moment properties of the
data (and so any function of those second moments) reasonably well.
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B

Data and Estimation Details

All data for the empirical analysis of monetary policy transmission (as well as the formal testing of
model-empirics consistency) are obtained from the St. Louis Federal Reserve database. The data
are treated to ensure maximal consistency between the underlying theoretical models and the data,
following whenever suitable in the footsteps of the formal estimation in Smets and Wouters (2007).
Specifically, my trivariate VARs include the following series:
• Output gap: I linearly de-trend log real GDP (GDPC1).
• Inflation: I take log differences of the GDP deflator (GDPDEF).
• Interest Rate: I take annualized the federal funds rate (FEDFUNDS), aggregated up to
quarterly frequency through simple averaging.
I estimate the VARs on the sample 1965:1 - 2003:4, ensuring maximal comparability with Uhlig
(2005). All VARs include four lags and a constant. Parameter uncertainty is taken into account
using standard Bayesian techniques, with a normal/inverted-Wishart prior on VAR coefficients.
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C

The Candidate Structural Models

Three-Equation New Keynesian Model. The textbook derivation of the three-equation New
Keynesian model is presented in Galı́ (2008). I specialize his environment to assume a constant
natural rate of output as well as constant returns to scale. Compared to the baseline framework I
add demand and cost-push shocks and consider a slightly more general monetary policy rule. The
parameterization of the model is as follows:
Parameterization of Three-Equation Model
PARAMETER

INTERPRETATION

VALUE

β
σ
ϕ

θ
φπ
φy
φr
ρs
ρd
ρm
σm
σs
σd

discount factor
inverse of IES
inverse Frisch elasticity
demand elasticity
Calvo parameter
inflation coefficient (T. rule)
output coefficient (T. rule)
rate persistence (T. rule)
persistence cost-push shock
persistence demand shock
persistence monetary policy shock
std monetary policy shock
std cost-push shock
std demand shock

0.995
1
1
5
0.75
1.5
0.1
0.8
0.6
0.7
0
0.24
0.83
1.21

Table C.1: All parameters are chosen in line with standard practice in the New Keynesian literature.
The volatility ratios are selected to exactly mirror those in the mode parameterization of the Smets and
Wouters (2007) model.

The slope of the Phillips curve is κ =

(1−θ)(1−θβ)
(σ
θ

+ ϕ), and the natural rate of interest r∗

satisfies r∗ = − log(β). Results are robust to substantial perturbations of most parameter values.
Overall, the most important parameters for the results reported in the text are the relative standard
deviations and persistence parameters of the disturbances. In the main body of the text I report
results after a substantial down-scaling of the demand and supply shock volatilities. The results
from other model perturbations are available upon request, and a detailed discussion of the role of
shock persistence for identification is offered in Wolf (2016).
The true model-implied impulse responses to a one standard deviation monetary policy shock
are displayed in Figure C.1. Following a surprise hike in the policy rate, output and inflation
decline. All variables have returned to baseline after around two years. In all cases the return to
baseline is monotone, reflecting the lack of habit formation or other inertial forces to slow down
adjustment.
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True Impulse Responses, 3-Equation Model

Figure C.1: Responses of output, inflation and the federal funds rate (all red) to a one standard deviation
shock to the monetary policy rule. Percentage deviations from steady state, quarterly frequency.

The Smets and Wouters (2007) Model. My implementation of the Smets-Wouters model is
based on Dynare replication code kindly provided by Johannes Pfeifer.19 Figure C.2 displays the
true impulse response functions to a contractionary one standard deviation monetary policy shock.
All responses again have the expected sign; the responses of output and inflation now show hump
shapes and the returns to baseline are delayed, all as a result of habit formation.
True Impulse Responses, Smets-Wouters Model

Figure C.2: Responses of output, inflation and the federal funds rate (all red) to a one standard deviation
shock to the monetary policy rule. Percentage deviations from steady state, quarterly frequency.

Figure C.3 displays the ”best” feasible impulse responses in the non-invertible three-variable
VAR, in the sense that the weight on the contemporaneous true monetary policy shock is maximized.
Non-invertibility somewhat distorts the impulse responses – in particular the identified response
of output is somewhat too large –, but overall the qualitative (and, by and large, quantitative)
19 The

code is available at https://sites.google.com/site/pfeiferecon/dynare.
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features of the true impulse responses are recovered correctly. Non-invertibility thus causes only
minor threats to successful identification.
Best Identified Impulse Responses, Non-Invertible SW-VAR

Figure C.3: Responses of output, inflation and the federal funds rate (all red) to a one standard deviation
identified shock to the monetary policy rule, as recovered through weight maximization in the non-invertible
three-variable Smets-Wouters SVAR. Percentage deviations from steady state, quarterly frequency.

The augmented Smets-Wouters model of Section 4 contains a wedge in the labor supply condition, following Smets and Wouters (2002). This wedge follows an AR(1) process, with coefficient
ρl = 0.3 and volatility σl = 0.4. Figure C.4 displays the true IRFs after a positive one standard
deviation innovation to total factor productivity.
True Impulse Responses, Augmented Smets-Wouters Model

Figure C.4: Impulse responses (all red) to a one standard deviation shock to total factor productivity.
Percentage deviations from steady state, quarterly frequency.
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Note in particular that the response of total labor input is negative on impact and remains
negative for almost two years, in striking contrast to the empirical conclusions of Dedola and Neri
(2007) and Peersman and Straub (2009). The identification schemes of Dedola and Neri (2007) and
Peersman and Straub (2009) are reviewed in tables Table C.2 and Table C.3, respectively.
Dedola and Neri (2007) Identification Scheme, Augmented SW-Model
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X
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Table C.2: A tick indicates consistency, and a cross indicates disagreement. All results are reported for the
mode solution of the Smets-Wouters model, with labor supply shocks introduced as discussed in Section 4.

Only technology shocks satisfy all restrictions of Dedola and Neri (2007). However, the pattern
of ticks and crosses also indicates that masquerading issues are likely to be rampant. Most demand
and supply shocks have similar implications for wages, investment, output and consumption as
technology shocks, so judiciously chosen combinations of these different shocks will easily satisfy
all imposed requirements except for the technology sign restriction. But small positive weights on
the technology shock will of course suffice to ensure the positive required response of technology,
leaving the responses of the other variables – in particular hours worked – to be dominated by the
masquerading set of demand and supply shocks. For the analysis in Section 4.1, I consider dropping
one of the real wage, investment, output, or consumption, along with the corresponding identifying
restriction. Overall, the identifying restriction on output seems to have the least incremental bite.
Peersman and Straub (2009) Identification Scheme, Augmented SW-Model
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Output
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Table C.3: A tick indicates consistency, and a cross indicates disagreement. All results are reported for the
mode solution of the Smets-Wouters model, with labor supply shocks introduced as discussed in Section 4.

Both technology shocks and negative price-push shocks satisfy all restrictions in Peersman and
Straub (2009). Demand shocks furthermore have the correct implications for output and real wages,
so combinations of demand and supply shocks will easily masquerade.
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D

The Identification Scheme of Arias et al. (2015)

This section collects a detailed summary of the performance of the identification scheme in Arias
et al. (2015) in candidate structural models. Figure D.1 starts by showing that, in the three-equation
model, the extra restriction is, just as in the data, sufficient to ensure substantial tightening (under
the Haar measure) of the identified set around the true monetary policy shock impulse responses.
Identified Set of Impulse Responses, 3-Equation Model

Figure D.1: See caption for Figure 1. Identification is now as in Definition 4.

Figure D.2 shows the shock weights and confirms the impression of much improved identification.
Identified Set of Shock Weights, 3-Equation Model

Figure D.2: See caption for Figure 2. Identification is now as in Definition 4.
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Matters look slightly different in the Smets-Wouters model, however. For the invertible sevenvariable SVAR, the extra restriction on the output coefficient is violated, and so the true monetary
policy shock will not lie in the identified set. Identification nevertheless slightly improves, in the
sense that the median output response is now negative, even though the model uncertainty bands
still easily straddle zero. The associated plots are omitted in the interest of brevity. Indeed, it
may be argued that the baseline specification of Arias et al. (2015) is closer to the three-variable
non-invertible VAR, and so a proper moment comparison should presumably rely on identified sets
in the non-invertible VAR. Figure D.3 thus plots the identified set of impulse responses for the
non-invertible three-variable VAR.
Identified Set of Impulse Responses, Non-Invertible SW-VAR

Figure D.3: See caption for Figure 1. Identification is now as in Definition 4.

As we can see, even though the additional restrictions of Arias et al. (2015) are inconsistent with
the true seven-variable SVAR, they provide substantial tightening of identified impulse response
sets close to the true monetary policy impulse functions in the non-invertible three-variable VAR.
These conclusions echo the earlier findings for the small-scale three-equation model. Shock weights
again decay fast, so we can use plots of lag-0 weights to re-affirm these conclusions. These weights
look quite similar to Figure D.2, and so are omitted.
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E

Displaying Identified Sets

Raw plots of shock weights are somewhat erratic. Figure E.1 provides an illustration for the
benchmark three-equation New Keynesian model of Section 3.
Untreated Identified Set of Shock Weights, 3-Equation Model

Figure E.1: Identified set of disturbance vectors for the three-equation model, identified in accordance
with Definition 1. Weights are for the same 2,000 draws as the impulse response set. The x-axis shows the
output response at horizon 0. The true impact response is −0.6076.

To ease visual interpretation, I have decided to smooth the shock weights. Furthermore, I know
that, for invertible models, the true identified set contains the true weight vector (a weight of 1 on
the shock of interest). Accordingly, I smooth shock weights using a standard Hodrick-Prescott loss
minimization problem, under the additional constraint that the true weight vector is an element of
the smoothed sequence of weights.
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